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INTRODUCTION. 
AREA AND LOCATION . 
Jefferson county comprises an area of 432 square ill5]es: It 
lies in the southeastern part of the state,. extending to within 
thirty-six miles of the Mississippi river and to within twenty 
miles of the Missouri line. It includes all of ranges eight, nine, 
ten and eleven west of the fifth principal meridian and all of 
townships seventy-one, seventy-two and seventy-three north. Or: 
the east it is bounded by Henry county, on the south by Van 
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Burell, .on the west by Wapello, and on the north by Keokuk and 
'Washington counties, being included in a rectangle measuring 
twenty-four mfles from east to west and eighteen miles from 
north to south. 
EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS. 
The geologists who have previously made a study of the for-
mations exposed in this county are A. H. Worthen, who made a 
rapid survey of the region in the summer of 1857*, and Prof. 
C. A . . White, who .was State Geologist ten years laj;er.t Not 
being traversed by any of the larger streams, to which the atten-
tion ,of these early surveys was necessarily mainly directed; the 
field was not as closely studied here as in some other counties, ' 
and the published reports were very brief, givi~g only the main 
features . . More data, bearing especially on the production of 
coal, were lately obtained and published by C. R. Keyes in the 
volumes of the present survey.t Recently Mr. Frank Lever-
ett has described and explained the significance of a high terrace 
which occurs along the Skunk river in the northeast part of the 
county.§ 
P HYS IOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The ruling feature in the topography' of the county is the sur-
face of an old drift plain, which bas an average elevation for 
the "",hole area of about 770 feet .above sea level. It has a general 
. slope to the south 'of about two feet per mile, and to the east of 
nearly three feet per mile, while from the northwest to the south-
east its general descent is about five feet to the mile. This drift 
plain is the result of the deposition of the bowlder clay by exteI).-
sive inland ice fields . It is far from being in its original condi-
tion. The long continued action of erosion subsequent to the 
disappearance of the ice has greatly changed its original aspect. 
Rivers, creeks and smaller tributary streams have sunk their 
valleys and gullies into it until their beds now lie from 50 to 150 
• Worthen; Geololty of Iowa ; James Hall, Vol. I, pp . 231-239, ISSS. t White; Second Annual R.port State Geolog.st, pp. 9~-~6, IS68; also Ge.logy of Iowa, Vol. 
• II, p 273, ,S70. 
t Keyel; Iowa Geol. Sur •.. Vol. r. p. 120; also Vol. II, pp. 393-402. 
§ Leverett; Monograph XXXVIII, U. S . Geol. Surv . .. p. 92. . 
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feet below its surface. Much of its surface, especially such parts 
as have not suffered erosion, has later been buried by a covering 
of loess, varying in depth from eight to sixteen feet. In this 
modified condition the land now presents various topographic 
features, which may be classified as: (1) flat uplands; (2) upland 
slopes; (3) ten-aces; and, (4) bottom lands . 
. The Flat Uplands.-The flat uplands are such parts of the 
original ·drift plain as have not yet been perceptibly · affected by 
erosion through the baiGking up of the drainage lines and drain-
age slopes. 'rhey lie between these, forming · the divides, and. 
their borders run into the slopes. Except in a few plac~s near 
some of the headwaters or the longest tributaries to the larger 
streaml'l, this border is quite well marked by a gradual but well 
marked change in slope from usually less than fifty feet in a 
mile on the upland plain to several or many times this amount 
in the slopes leading down into the smallest drainage branches. 
Midway between two adjacent drainage basips the upland fIats 
are nearly or quite level except for the general tilting of the 
whole plain, but as we approach the drainage lines on either side 
there is usually a slight, almost impercept~ble slope. In the 
direction of the larger streams this slope seldom amounts to more 
than ten feet per mile, but on the sides of those strips of upland 
which extend from the main divides to form the divides separat-
ing the smaller ravines, it is frequently more. 
The surface of these uplands is otherwise notably flat and 
even. It is highest above the headwaters of the longest streams, 
and its lowest. stretches often appear in places where streams 
• join. But all of these differences in elevation are invariably 
very gentle and gradual. Only a single instance of a mound-
like elevation on the uplands was noted in the course of the sur-
vey. This is a little north of the center of section 7 in Uberty 
tOWllf>hip, about three-quarters of a mile nort.hwest of Liberty-
ville. .At this place the surfa~e has a rather well marked bulge 
of tell or fifteen feet above the general level. Tpis elevated tract 
covers an area of some forty acres. Shallow depressions are 
somewhat more common along the highest lines of the widest 
divides and these may have an area of from a fraction of an acre. 
to several acres. . 
• 
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Estimates made on the several townships give an average of 
from one-fourth to one-fifth of the total area of the county to 
the flat uplands. They are most extensive in Polk, Black Hawk 
and Des Moines townships and have been most extensively in-
vadeu by the creeks in Walnut, LO<.'kridge and ~ocust Grove. In 
Polk township-there are entire tracts which are a mile wide, hut 
otherwise the habit of the flats is to form strips from tWeuty rods 
to half a mile in width between the streams. Four-fifths of their 
whole extent, in this county is believed to consist of such striP&. 
In not a few instances these reach far out from the main divides 
and ,terminate in the very bluffs of the main streams. In.J effer-
'son county this is perhaps most common on the' south side of 
, Cedar river. ' 
The Upland Slopes.-The upland slopes extend from the sin-
uous margins of the flats down to the bottoms of the streams. 
They occupy the greater part of the surface of the county. The 
greatest pitch of these slopes prevails in places where the larger 
streamR have encroached upon the uplands by widening the OOt-
tom lands. Recent instances of sapping are however quite 
scarce, especially in places where the streams do not cut bolow 
, the base of the drift. The meanders of some of the larger streams 
may be followed for several miles without coming to a place 
where the bluffs are now being attacked so as to expose fresh 
drift. The width of the slopes is most commonly from one-
eighth to one-half mile and the descent is from 50 to 150 feet. 
The latter height is attained in some places in Walnut town-
; ship along the tributaries to Skunk river l:\-nd in the southwest 
part of Des Moines township approaching the- Des Moines river. 
, The slopes of least relief occur along the headwilters of the long-
est tributaries to the larger streams. The · greatest pitch is 
nearly -always somewhat below the middle of the slope. Below 
this the slope continues downward in a curve having a concave 
profile, and above, it runs in a curve which has a somewhat ex-
tended convex profile. Following the slopes in the direction of 
their linear extension, on the sides of the water-ways, we find 
that they form an, endless succession of loops and cusps deter-
mined by the course of the larger streams, creeks and the ulti· 
mate branches of all their affiuents. It ,is evident that the slopeE 
24 G Rep 
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are the result of the work of erosion perfo:crned by the ' present 
drainage. The streams have cut out and carried away the 
material which once filled the valleys. Their attitudes are every-
where a'n expression of this work, and of the conditions which 
have affected it. As an instance we may mention a feature, first 
noted and explained by Professor Calvin in other parts of the 
state. In creeks running from east to west the slopes on the south 
side descend more rapidly than the bluffs on the north side. The 
" latter have suffered more rapid reduction owing to the more direct 
exposure to the sun's heat and consequent greater energy of 
the melted snow-water during thaws. On the slopes facing 
north, on the other hand, the snow melts more gradually and 
the slow seeping of the snow-water there has been less effective 
in carrying down with it the debris of the land. 
The Terraces .-The work of carving out the valleys to their 
present depth has not proceeded at a uniform rate. At different 
places along the streams there are seen occasional remnants of 
old valley bottoms, or terraces, occupying higher levels than the 
present ones. The highest of these old valley bottoms in this • 
county was first observed by Mr. Frank Leverett during his 
studies of the Illinoian ' drift. It consists of a few obscure 
shelves along the west bluffs of the Skunk river, in the north-
east corner of the county. These have an elevation of about 125 
feet above the level of the river. The best instance seen is prob-
ably on the east half of section 11 in Lockridge township, where 
an area of about a quarter section of the margin of the upland 
is some forty feet lower than the uplands to the west. This 
branch is believed to have been a part of the bottom of a large 
stream, which came down the Crooked creek valley at the time 
of the ' greatest westward extension of the Illinoian glacial 
lobe.* Along Cedar creek one terrace has an elevation of about 
eighty feet above the stream. Considerable tracts of this ter-
race have been preserved along its lower course in this county 
where the rock-bound nature of the. land has prevented exten-
sive meandering of the river. It is quite conspicuous in the 
south half of section 27 and in the southwest quarter of section 
26, on the north side of the creek, 'and also in the north halves of 
• L"~rett; Monc~raph XXXV.lI, U" 5 , Geol. Surv, , p, 92, 
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sections 35 and 36, on the south side of the creek in Cedar town-
ship. In the adjoining south quarters of sections 33 and 34 in 
Round Prairie townshtp, another quite extensive reIDIiant fol-
lows the creek on the north side. Other instances of benches of 
nearly the same height occur in the west half of Locust Grove 
township, as in the northeast quarter of section 28 and in ~laces 
in sections 21 and 20. Remnants of old bottoms rising some 
twenty or thirtj feet above the present flood plains are more 
frequent. They occur on the larger as well as on the smaller 
streams, as may be seen along the Skunk river bluffs in section 
23 in Walnut township, under .the Cedar river bluffs in sectio! 
13 in Liberty township, along Brush creek in ·section 25, along 
Turkey creek in section 11 in Lockridge township, and along 
Walnut creek in sections 28 in Walnut and 25 in Penn townships. 
It may be that these terraces were lIlade at times when the gen" 
eral elevation of the land was less than it is at present and thus 
affected the wor:k of erosion. But another ci,rcumstance may 
perhaps as well have produced some of them, judging from ap-
pearances in this county. In Cedar creek the surface of the 
highest ter~a;ce lies oniy slightly above the upper surface of the 
bed rock, which is a solid and compact limestone, and which 
crosses the valley as a broad and durable sill several miles wide 
in the southeast part of the cou~ty. Evidently when the-cutting 
reached this sill it was for a long time arrested, until the chan-
nel was sunk into this rock. The hard rock is many times more 
difficult to remove than loose drift. The creek must have estab-
lished a flood plain at the level where its worlr was arrested by 
this sill and it must have spent its energy above this place in 
Widening its valley up to the same time. The writer believes 
that a COHect interpretation both of the age and of the causes 
of the terraces in this region will require a much more extensive 
comparative knowledge of their features than we at present 
possess. 
The Bottom Lands.-The bottom lands, or the present. flood 
plains, are the flat lowlands which may be inundated during 
high floods. Tpeir surface lies at an elevation of from fifteen 
to thirty feet above the bed of the streams, and in this county 
from 150 feet below the upland flats nearest the larger streams 
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to less than seventy-five feet below the same uplands in ease of 
the narrow alluvial tracts following the smaller divisions of 
their tributaries. The bottom lands of Skunk river average a 
little more than a mile in width, being broadest just above the 
mouth of Walnut creek where they reach a mile and a half from 
bluff to bluff. They have an elevation of about 585 feet above sea 
level, sloping south about two feet per mile. The flood plain of 
Cedar creek varies greatly in width. In Round Prairie and in 
the east half of Cedar township it is narrow and at times entirely 
absent. The stream winds along in a rocky canyon with walls 
from forty to seventy feet high and from a few rods to perhaps 
one-fourth of a mile apart. Above the mouth of Crow creek it 
widens out and for the next five miles maintains a width of from 
half a mile to a mile. Then for about three miles within the boun-
, daries-of Fairfield township it narrows to half a mile. Above this 
it again widens to about three-fourths of a mile and more ,in the 
east half of Locust Grove township. For the remaining four miles 
of its course in this county it is mostly less than a quarter of a mile 
wide. Examining the material on which the work of erosion 
has been performed by this stream we find that the width of it'! 
bottoms corresponds inversely to the hardness of the materials 
on which it has had to work. In the region of the limestone the 
bottoms are narrow or none. In the region where the Coal Meas-
ure shales and limestones have been worked upon the width is 
from one-fourth to one-half mile, and where there is only drift 
the bottoms widen out to as much as a mile. The elevation of 
the Cedar creek flood plain is about 685 feet above sea level at 
the west boundary of the county and about 620 feet below the 
mouth of Rock creek on the south boundary:. The bottoms of 
the smaller streams, such as Walnut creek and its branches, Tur-
key, Brush, Wolf, Rock and Crow creeks, the two Competine 
creeks, Black creek and Lick creek average at least an eighth of 
a mile in width and sometimes expand to twice this measure, 
vanishing only within a mile or so of the ultimate sources of the 
streams. The habit of contracting in places where the channel 
goes below the surface of the bed rock is in their case even more . 
conspicuous. It is universal and the writer has not observed a 
~ingle ~xceptio:g. to t)1e I\lle tb!1t tbe QottQms are narrow in places 
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where outcrops of bed rock occur, and wide where the bluffs arc 
composed of drift all the way down. The extent of the contrac-
tion of the valleys is usually proportionate to the rise of the rock. 
,The higher this lies the more narrow the valley, and where the 
valleys dilate farthest it is useless to look for good exposures of 
the country rock. 
DRAINAGE. 
The drainage bears everywhere the mark of maturity and has 
suffered no recent changes. The larger streams probably fol-
low drainage lines existing before the drift was laid down. The 
courses of the minor stream have evidently been established sub-
sequent to the time of the ice invasions. About fifty square 
miles of the area of the county drain into the Des Moines system. 
The remaining 382 square miles belong to the Skunk river sys-
tem and is divided among its several tributaries as follows: 
Cedar creek basin . .........•. 
SQUARE 
MILES. 
190 
Walnut creek basin ............. ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Brush creek basin .... ... ......... '. . . .. . . .. .. .... 30 
Other basins .. .. .. ... . , ...................... , .. 70 
The Cedar creek basin averages some twelve miles in width 
and extends through the south part of the county from west-
northwest to east-southeast, reaching nearly to the northwest 
corner. Its north tributaries reach out from five to eight miles, 
while those on the south side drain a strip only about three or 
four miles wide. Most of the smaller drainage basins. are like-
wise elongated in form and their longer axes have the same gen-
eral trend. The ex~eptions to this rule consist of some basins 
which drain more nearly either north or south. These are less 
elongated in outline and as a consequence the branches of their 
creeks spread more. Such are the tributaries to the Des Moines 
river in the southwest part of the county and all the smaller trib-
utaries to Cedar creek. 
The land is at present almost everywhere well drained. The 
only exceptions consist of some few tracts of low bottom land 
and some shallow depressions on 'the widest upland fiats, already 
referred to. Before the land was brought under cultivation these 
, 
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shallow depressions on the uplands were partly filled wi'th water 
after rains and this sometimes stood for an entire season. These 
pools were sought by the hunters, in the pioneer days, for geese 
and ducks. Some were conspicuous enough to receive local 
names. "Devil's Lake" covered at times a few acres a little 
east of the center of the southwest quarter of section 20 in Polk 
township. Other ponds occurred in the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 12 and in section 13 in the same township, in the northeast 
quartBr of section 32 in Black Hawk township, and in the south-
west quarter of section 12 and the northeast quarter of section 
2 in l!-'airfield township. At that time the uplands were less well 
drained than at present, and where we now find the best farms 
the land was at first regarded as being too wet for agricultural 
purposes. Most or all of the rainfall was then, as it is now, ab-
sorbed by the ground or evaporated, the surface slope being too 
small to drain it off, before it has time to be taken up by the por-
ous loess soil. It escapes from there only by slow seepage and 
by evaporation. 
TA BLE OF ELEVATIONS. 
STATION. I ALTITUDE. 
Batavia. C .. B. & Q. (new grade), b ..... ..... ........ ....... ... . 725 
Beckwith, C., B. & Q .. a .. . ... ...................... . ..... ... . . ..... 777 
Cedar bridge, C., B. & Q R R ., c.... .. ... . .. .................. . ... 702 
Cedar bridge, C., R. 1. & P. R. R, c.... ........... . ... .. ............ 675 
County Line, C., R I . & P . R . R , c . : . . . .. ..• . . ................. .. 788 
1<'airfield, C., B. & Q R. R. (new grade), b ...... ...... .. ...... .... 775 
Glendale, C., B . & Q B.. R., a . ... ..... ..... . .... ... .... ......... .... 758 
Highest point C., R I & P. R R, c ... ......... .... .. .... ....... .... 805 
Krum, C .. B. & Q R. B.. (abandoned road), a .. ..... ... ... . ...... : . 692 
Libertyville, C., R. I & P. R R.,~ . ...... .... ........... .......... 768 
Lockridge, C., B. & Q R. R , a . .. . .. .. . .. . . ....... . .. . ............ 732 
Mitchell creek bridge. C., B. & Q R. R. (new road), b .. . .. . • : ...... 715 
Packwood B. & W R. R., c................. . .. .. .................. 82(; 
Pekin, B. & W . R. R, c ................ .. . ....... . . .. ... . .. ....... 835 
Perlee, C .. R . I. & P. R. R . (old grade), a...... .... . ....... . . ...... . 679 
Pleasant Plain, C., R. I . & P. R. R. (old road), a .... ............ . . 749 
Shirtz creek bridge, C., B & Q R. R (new road) . b . .. .. .... .. .... . 720 
Skunk river, near Coppock, c....... .. . . ... ... ........ ..... . ...... 570 
Upland Wllst of Batavia, 0. .... ........ .. ... .. .. ..... ...... ........ . 790 
Veo, B . & W. R . R., c ..... ,..... .. . ........ ........................ 790 
Woolson. B & W. R R, c .. . .. .... .. ........ .. .............. .. ... 784 
Authority: (R) GaoDelt' . Dictionary of Altitodes in U . S. ; (b) Eo&ioeer's office, C., B. & Q. R . 
R.; (c) Aneroid measurements by the author. 
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STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Relations of &trata. 
In the west half of the north tier of townships the streams 
hava not cut through the drift and no rock exposures have been 
observed.. The thickness of the drift appears to . be quite uni-
form, some 125 feet, although one well record gives 180 feet. 
Iinm:ediately under this lie the Coal Measures, averaging per-
haps fifty feet in depth. These have been quite extensively re-
moved on the lowlands, however, and in the northeast part of 
the county they are absent even on the uplands. The Coal Meas· 
ures in turn rest on the Saint Louis limestones, shales and sand-
stones, which belong to the Lower Carboniferous and which 
average about one hundred . feet in depth. The following table 
will f.urther elucidate the general arrangement of these divisions: 
GROUP. SYSTEM. SERI ES. STA GK. ~ SUB·STAGE. 
Recent . Alluvial and terrace. 
Post· Kansan . Loess. 
Cenozoic. Pleistocene. Kansan 
Glacial. Aftonian. 
Albertan. 
Upper Carbon- Des Moines. iferous. 
Pella. 
Palreozoic. Carboniferous. 
Lower Carbon· Saint LOllis. Verdi. Herons. 
Springvale. 
Underlying Formations,-Under the rock seen in the lowet, 
most. exposures there is some thirty feet of limestone, with some 
shale and s~ndstone, as is shown in the deep well at Ottumwa 
and also known from exposures in the counties of thp. east, This 
is mainly the Augusta limestone, also known as the Keokuk and 
the Burlington, Below this the Kinderhook shales continue for 
some 150 feet, under which there is nearly 500 feet of limestone 
with some included shale, Then the Saint Peter sandstone fol-
lows, about 100 feet in thickness, and limestone with some shale 
run on for 900 feet below this, which is the greatest depth reached 
by explorations in this region,'*' 
Carboniferous System, 
THE SAINT LOUIS, 
The lowest formation which appears in exposure in Jefferson 
county is the Saint Louis, belonging to the upper part of the 
Lower Carboniferous system, It consists of limestone, marls, 
sandstones and dolomites of quite varied characters and has an 
exposed 'thickness of some eighty feet within the boundaries of the 
county. 
The outcrops of the Saint Louis are to be found only in the 
valleys of the streams, where the overlying Coal Measures, which 
constitute the bed rock over most of the area, have been 
removed. In the northeast half of Walnut township and in 
places farther west along the north boundary of the county the 
drift no doubt rests directly on the Saint Louis even in the up-
landa, but the areas of these upland occuren0eS can be made out 
only approximately owing to the thickness of the drift. 
Sections on Burr Oak and other Creeks.-In a ravine which 
rum; cast along the south line of section 1 in Walnut township, 
and in the bluffs to the north, this terrain appears as high up 
as from 50 to 150 feet above the level of the Skunk river. It 
occurs also in the northeast quarter of section 2, in the northwest 
quarter and near the southwest corner of section 11. On Burr 
Oak creek it is seen at intervals from the east line of section 8 
and all the way down to the junction of this creek with the 
• NortoDi Iowa Geol Sur" . I Vol. VI, p. 319· 
.' 
Walnut. In sections 8 and 16 there is limestone, in section 22 
the rock consists of arenaceous limestone or sandstone, and still 
further dowIi, in section 26, there ~re ledges-and seams of dolo-
mitic limestone, marls, and blue shale. These latter bed-; repre-
sent the lowermost division of the Saint Louis beds exposed in 
the county. A detailed description of two exposures is as fol-
lows: 
1. SECTIO)I IN THE WEST B \NK O F BURR OAK CREEK, A LITTLE NORTH OF THE 
CENTER OF THE SW. ~ OF THE SW. ~ OF SEC . • 6, WALNUT TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
9. (2) Bluish wbite, laminated, limestone of very 
fine texture . ....... . .. .. ... . ...... . .... .. . 1 
8. (2) Yellow, marly, dolomitic material .... -.... . 5 
7. (2) Yellow, wavy·bedded mortar·rock with a 
pure calcareous, and 'slightly p orous ma-
trix, making more than h aH of the bulk of 
the rock and being in places without sand. 
The imbedded rounded sand g r ains averag-
ing somewhat less t h an one millimeter in 
. diameter in a ll samples examined, but 
range up to five 'times tbis size. The largest 
of the siliceou s fragments are angular and 
con~ist of ch ert ...... .. ..... : ........... . 4 
6. (2) Yellow, mortar-rock, with a pure calcareous 
and 'slightly porous matrix. The sand con-
stitutes about on e-half of the bulk of the 
rock, and consists of r ounded grains of 
quartz aver aging less tlhan one mIillimeter 
in diameter, and r anging up to two mill i-
met"rs. There are also fragments of chert 
f.rom on e-haH to three centimeters in diam-
eter . These have their surfaces frequently 
marked by shallow concave hd lows, appar-
ently produced by etching, as by solution. 
Yet the textul'e of the bed is very variable. 
In places it is traversed by thin, lOng 
and curving fis'Sures which are filled witll 
clea.r calcite ...•• . ....•. ••.. ... ... . .••...• % 
5. A ba.nd of yellowiSh! gray chert of rather even 
thlckness . .......... . . ..... ........ . . ..... ~ 
4. (1) Yellow or 1:i1ue, marly, magnesian limestone 
with band of chert. A hand specimen 
was observed to be without any sand. It 
h ad minute porosities, apparently due ' to 
the r emoval of sOII\e organic fragments. 
Some of these were min-ute, straight, tubules. 
Imprints of a Productus were noted 3% 
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FEET. 
3. (1) Yellow and somewhat indurated magnesian 
limestone .• . . .. .. .. .. .. ............ . . • • • • 7) 
2. (1) Greenish gray, shaly.mad with irregular loaf-
shaped concretions of tough, gray quartz.. 3 
1. (1) Fine-grai' ·.ed, almost compact and ,partly dolo-
mitic hlmestone of yellow color and with 
streaks of imbedded fine sand. On fres!h 
fractures there were seen minute, dark, 
dendritic blotches. as of manganese oxide. 
The ledge is traversed by thin curving fi s-
sures, which a re healed mostly with a 
dark ferruginous cement. Seen in bed of 
the creek to a depth of about.............. 1 
II. SECTION IN THE WEST BANK OF BURR OAK CR EEK, NEAR THE CEH:rER OF 
THE SW. li OF THE SW. li OF SEC. 26, WALNUT TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
5. (1) Dull yellow, magnesian limeSitone . ....... .. 1% 
4. (1) Yellow dolomitic marl ....................... 5 
3. (1) YellOW, .apparently le:::ched and somewhat 
dolomitic limestone of fine te:ctUll'e con-
taining fragments of a Productus and Fen-
es'tella ....... . ......•.. ........ . ....... . . . '*' 
2. (1) Dull y~llow marl, somewhat dolomitdc ... . .. 3 
1. (1) Greenish, slightly calcareous _hale containing 
irregular shaped, loaf-like concretions of a 
tough g-ray quartz, s'omewhat resembiing 
geodes, but differing from t h ese in a lways 
having a solid center a nd in sh owing no 
crystals . ... . ... . .. ........ ... .... . .. ...... 3 
Sections on Walnut Creek. - Following Walnut creek we find 
the same succession. The lowest rock exposed in the bed of this 
creek, about one-fourth of a mile west of the center of section 
2, Lockridge township, is identical with number 4 in section 1 
above, except that it is slightly less dolomitic and that it contains 
occasional small kernels, or lumps, of compact calcareous mate-
rial, as if the process of dolomitization were less far advanced. 
Along the bend to the south which this stream makes in sections 
2 and il these dolomitic beds are exposed, and above them we find 
sandy, cross-bedded limestones rising thirty or forty feet. These 
continue for four miles above and are in turn overlain by brec-
ciated, more calcareous and less sandy limestone ledges, as may 
be seen in sections 19, 20 and 29 in Walnut township, and in sec-
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tions 24, 25 and 26 in Penn township. Still farther up, as in 
sections 21, 23, 26- and 27, yet higher beds occur above these, in 
the banks of the main crook and its forks and these consist of 
quite evenly bedded gray limestones and marls. The cross-
bedded sandy rock is particularly well exposed in the right bank 
of the creek along the east line of the northeast quarter of section 
29 in Walnut township. The relation and characteristics of the 
different divisions are well represented in the following sections: 
1Il. SECTION IN A RAVINE AND IN A STONE QUARRY IN THE SW. li OF THE SE.J< 
OF SEC. 3. LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP . 
FEET. 
5. (3) White, weathered limestone-breccia, weather-
ing into angula;r fragments. Some of thds 
breccia is arenaceous, with imbedded 
pieces of pure white limestone. Occasion-
ally an almost pure oo~d fills the inter-
stices between the blocks and fragments 
of the br_CCla. (Seen above the stone 
quarry.) ........ . ........ : .. ............... 5 
4. (3) Yellow clay and marl . . . ..... ......... .... .. 31h 
3. (2) P01'{)US limestone of dark gray color . . It con-
t&n.s ooea.sionaJ. nodules of chalcedonic 
quartz. In some places it gives a faint bi-
tuminous odor, w!bJen struck by the ham-
mer. . It contains a small and variable 
amount of well rounded sand grains and 
also of calcareous fragments of a different 
a.nd fin.er texture from that -of the main 
matrix. In places the rock contaJns scat-
tered clear crystals of calcite measuring 
about one-eighth of an inch in length. These 
are occasionally ddssolved out leILYing small 
cavities. Some of the larger quartz 
sand grains and small pebbles, whi.ch this 
rock contains, have shallow, concave depres-
sions on the surface. These have apparent-
ly been produced by solvent action of We 
ground water. In thrl}e rock S!pecimens, 
_ carefully examined, different stages of thds 
etching W6ll"e noticed. Its extreme result is 
the production of a porous, calcareous. rock 
with only a few imbedded; angular, siliceous 
particles. (The main quarry rock in Wal-
gren's quarry) .....•.... . . .• ;..... ........ 7 
2. (2) I'Iocrous, grayish yellow limestone, somewhat 
irregularly .bedded, and considerably af-
FRRT. 
fected by weathering and leaching (ex-
posed below the quarry) ... ... ... .. .. ..... 5 
1. (1) Dolomitic marl, almost stony above and more 
shaly below. W1ben crushed and _ examined 
under the microscope the marly material 
is seen to consist of very small rhoonbo-
hedral crystals, which effervesce tardily in 
moderately strong -acids. (Exposed in a 
ravine below the quarry.) .... ... .. .. . .. .. . . 8 
IV . :'ECTION IN THE LEFT BANK OJ!' WALNUr CREEK, ABOUT TWENTY RODS 
SOUTHEAST OF THE CENTER OF THE SW. li OF SEC. 20, WALNUT TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
2. (3 & 4) Gray, partly brecciated lImestone (not 
well exposed) ..... . .................... . .... 20 
!. (2) Sandstone and arenaceous limestone, ire- ' 
quently (>l'oss-bedtled .. . . ....... .... . ...... 25 
V. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BANK OF WALNUT CREEK, ABOUT ONE FIFTH OF .A. 
MILE WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SEC. 19, WALNUT TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
3. (4) Gray, hard limestone, -slightly brecciated and 
- broken, and with some thin_ seams of marl 
between some of the ledges ............ 10 
2. (3) A stOll1Y marl containing a small and almost 
spherical Seminula in abundance, and lumps 
of concretionary limestone, and of oolitic 
limestone. The oolitic spherules average one 
half of a millimeter in diameter and are 
mingled with occas10nal larger lumps of 
compact limestone. Most of them are ellip--
tical in cross section and consist of a dark 
central plate which is surrounded by' a light-
colored thick envelope, which again is sur-
rounded by a thin crust of dark color on 
the outside .. -... ... .......... ... ....... .. . 311 
1. (3) F lexed, faulted and brecciated ledges of hard 
gray limes.tone ....... . ... ........ ......... 10 
VI. SECTION IN THE NORTH BANK OF WALNUT CREEK, AT THE SOUTHEAST 
CORNER OF SEC. 24, PENN TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
(2) Slanting and cross-bedded ledges of limestone 
alternating with more massive ledges of 
mortar· rock. The latter is in places Been to 
have promiscuously arranged, curving, tubu-
lar cavities of variable diameter, which are 
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FEET. 
filled with calcite. The mortar-rock con-
sist,s of a r.alcareous matrix making from 
ten per cent to forty .per cent of the bulk, 
and containing Imbedded well-rounded sand 
grains, tbe ,prevailing size of which in une 
hand specimen was from one-third to one-· 
fourth of a millimeter in di.ameter_ In same 
specimen ninety-eight per cent of the 
grains consisted of whit& quartz. 'llh.e re-
mainder consisted l>r quartz of an amethyst 
pink color, br!ght green grains, and some 
dark quartz. Some spherical grains of lime 
carbonate were also obser.ved; and res em-
bhid oolotlc spherules __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 
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Vll. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BLUFF OF THE NORTH BRANCH OF WALNUT CREEK 
NEAR THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SEC. '3, PENN TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. INOHES. 
3. (4) Grayish white limestone in thin ledges...... 3 
2. (4) Grayish white limestone in a single solid 
ledge, with curving flattened stems resem-
bling fucoiils impressed into the upper sur-
face. It contains, especially near its lower 
surface, Pugnax ottumwa White, /!IeminuZa 
trinucZea Hall, and /!Ipirifer keokuk Hall. 2% 
1. (4) A thin seam of shaly material containing 
Pugnax ottumwa White, in abundance.. .. % 
VIII. SECTION IN THE NORTH BANK OF THE MIDDLE BRANCH OF WALNUT CREEK 
IN THE NE. li OF THE SE. li OF SEC. ", PENN TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
(4) GrayiSh! white limestone with some seams of 
shale containing Pugnax ottumwa White, P. 
grosvenori Hall, /!IeminuZa trinucZea Hall, 
/!Ipiri f er keokuk Hall, D eZtodopsis stZudo-
vici St. J . and W. (?) ...... .. . . ...... .. . . 6 
Sections on Rocky Branch.-Qn Rocky branch, which is a tribu-
tary to Vvalnut creek and comes in ·from the west, following t1;J.e 
south boundaries of Penn and Walnut townships, rock exposures 
are frequent and the same succession is seen except that the lower 
dolomitic beds do not come into view. The sandy ledges occur 
farthest down and appear as far up as in the northeast quarter 
of section 6 in Lockridge township. The upper marls a,r{d regu-
larly bedded limestones appear in section 36 in Penn township 
and in section 1 in Buchanan township. Only a few of the local 
details can be given. 
r. ' 
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IX. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BLUFF OF ROCKY BRANCH, IN THE NW. Ii CF THE 
NW. U OF SEC. 3, LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
4. (3) White, somewhat brecciated limestone with 
. cakes of yellow chert (not well exposed). '. 5 
3. (3) Marly band wlith a small and almost s pher-
oidal Seminula ........ ........... .... .. . % 
2. (3) Brecciated, light-colored limestone (imper-
fectly exposed) ............................ 6 
1. (2) Cross-bedded and variable mortar-rock and 
limestone .......... .... . . .................. 30 
X . SECTION IN THE BED OF A RAVINE GOING SOUTH INTO ROCKY BR'A NCH IN 
THE SW . 14 OF fHE SE. U OF SEC. 3', WALNUT TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
4. (?) Brecciated white limestone in a solid ledge, 
which is fossilife rous bel·ow.. ........ ... .. 3 
3. (3) Greenish marl with fossils which l3il'e de-
formed, mostly Pugnax ......... . ...... .. 'h 
2. Concealed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ............... 2 
1. (2 and 3) Lamdnated -sandstone c~anging into 
limestone above ..................... .. . .. .. 2% 
XI. SECTION UNDER THE BASE OF THE WEST BLUFF OF A SOUTH TRIBUTARY TO 
ROCKY BRANCH IN THE NE. U OF THE NW . Ji OF SEC. 8, LOCKRIDGE 
. TOWNSHIP. [MONSON'S QUARRY.] 
FEET. 
5. (3 or 4) Fine-grained, compact limestone of al-
most lithographic texture, and cont<aining 
small spherical aggregarates of pyrites.. '11) 
4. (3 or 4) Soft, gray limestone in thin courses... 2 
3. (3 or 4) Gray limestone in a single ledge........ 2~ 
2. (3) Dark gray, compact and slightly bituminous 
limestone, which is unequally affected by 
acids 'taken from different spots, being dolo-
mitic in some places and calcareous else-
where. A hand specimen was seen to be 
made up of 8. cOJJWact aggregate of some-
what obscurely limited, fine particles of 
varied shape, some being organic fragments 
and some appearing like accretions of a cal-
careous precipitate . .... ............. .. .: .. . % 
1. (3) Blue shaly marl, exposed................... '4 
Sections on Turkey Creek aniJ, adjacent Ravines.-In the north-
eastel':o. part ofLo~kridge township the Saint Louis rocks have 
their greatest vertical development in this county. This regio.n 
drains into Skunk river, whose channel lies nearly 200 feet below 
the highest adjacent uplands, _8cn_d the smaller streams afford sev-
eral deep and comparatively narrow valleys exposing the bed 
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rock. In" Cedar Bluff," on the west bank of Skunk river and 
at the north line of section 13 in Lockridge township, all the divis-
. ions in the preceding sections, except the uppermost, appear in 
succession. They show the effects of weathering and of leaching 
by the underground water. Occasionally there are indications 
of small, ancient cavernous openings which have been partly 
filled and collapsed, causing local brecciation. In;t small ravine 
in the southeast quarter of section 24 in Lockridge township two 
large crystalline masses of Iceland spar lay near a small exposure 
of limestone, in which several fissures filled with the same mineral 
Were noted. One of these masses was sixteen inches in diameter. 
:The following sections are typical of the r~gion: 
XII . SECTION IN P. W. LYON'S QUARRY IN THE NORTH BANK OF TURKEY CREEK 
NEAR THE CENTER OF THE NE. J( OF SEC. II. LOCKRIDGE TOWNS~IP. 
FEET. 
9. (3) Compact, grayish white Umestone, consider-
ably weathered ...... . . . ..... .. ......... 1 
8. (3) Yellowish gray marl, with more solid cal-
careous lumps .............. .. . ... . ... .. 2 
7. (3) Greenish shale ..... . ..... . . .... . . ........ 1% 
6. (3) Breccia of sandy, yellow marl with angular 
lumps of Umestone of fine lithographic 
texture and round concre"tions of less fine 
texture. This breccia is overlain by a con-
tinuous' layer of laminated Umesto'ne. The 
round, concretions have a brecciated struc-
ture, showing fragments of varied tex-
ture and some fine branching joints, 
which have been healed by infiltration. 
The laminated layer which overUes con-
tains a very few small grains of quartz 
and is itself composed of an aggregation 
of small grains or lumps or compact cal-
careous material. 'fhese lie closely ap-
,pressed and are in some places flattened, 
as if by pressure in a vertical direction. 
Some minute stylolithic joints are seen, 
and there are a few very smail imbedded 
shells of a brachiopod ................... 5 
5. (3) Greenish gray clay ........ ... ..... ... . .... 2 
4. (2) Yellow Umestone ............ ............. 1 
3. (2) Greenish, shaJy marl .. ............ ..... . '!.. 
2. (2) Mortar· rock, changing downward into a 
more pure sandstone. The upper part is 
brownish in color and the cement in 
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which the sand lies is partly dolomitic. 
In one hand specimen, which was care-
fully examined the quartz grains were from 
one·eighth to two millimeters in diameter. 
The grains exceeding one millimeter 
were very generally rounded, while those 
below this s ize were mostly angular. 
Mica occurred sparsely. Joints of crinoid 
stems and ·some tubes of a bryozoan were 
noted. Another specimen from the base 
of this ledge was a fine-grained and fri-
able sandstone with a sparse and wholly 
dolomitic cementing matrix. The sand 
grains were mostly from one·half to one-
fourth millimeters in diameter. Mica was 
present, but sparse ... ... ............. . . 5 
1. (2) Obliquely bedded mortar-rock consisting of 
about one-third of its bulk of arenaceous 
material, with occasional lumps of clay 
and with some interbedded thin seams of 
bare matrix without sand. The bulk of the 
sand in one hand specimen, consis'ted of 
grains from one-fourth to one-half 
millimeters in diameter, quite gener-
ally rounded. The material represented 
was in the main translucent quartz . 
Some of the grains were light colored and 
dark chert, and a few mica quartz .scales. 
Joints of crinoid stems and tubes of some 
bryozoa were also found. The cementing 
material was seen to be of variable 
abundance along different bedding planes, 
and some of it effervesced readily and 
some tardily under. the action of acids. 
The slow effervescence was particularly 
no'ticeable along some bluish gray and 
compact layers, which were interlamin-
ated with the otherwise porous and coarse-
textured bulk of the rock. The surface 
of this ledge was covered with a white 
efflores.cence of magnesium sulp·hate . . . ... 11 
XIII. SECTION IN T HE SOUTH BANK OF TURKEY CREEK, THIRTY RODS NORTH· 
WEST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SEC. 10, LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP. 
3. (4) Gray limestone . ... .. . ... ... . .... .... . . . . . . 
2. (3) Shaly marl with Seminula ......... . .... . 
1. (3) Limestone, marly below . . ........... . . ... . 
FEET. 
1% 
}'z 
4% 
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~IV. SECTION IN " CEDAR BLU FF " AT THE MOUTH OF RATTLESNAKE CREEK, 
ONE-FOURTH MILE EAST OF THE SOUTHWESr CORNER OF SEC. 12, . 
LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP-. 
I'EET. 
22. (4) Somewhat brecciated but otherwise compact 
grayish white limestone ........... . .... 2 
21: (4) Green shaly material ..... .. . . .. ..... ... . .. 1 
20. (4) Brecciated gray limestone . . .............. 1 
19. (i) Thinly laminated s'tony c'alcareous material Ji 
18. (4) Brecciated and in part laminated gray lime-
stone ........ .. .. ....... ... .. . . . ........ 2% 
' 17. (4) Seam of shaly material . ... ......... . ...... % 
16. (4 ) Brecciated gray limestone ................. 111. 
15. (3) Shaly marl with some concretions of c'alcar-
eous material and a small, almost spheri-
cal form of Seminula .. " ........ .... .. % 
14. (3) White, incipiently brecciated limestone, with 
stylolithic joints along some seams A 
hand specimen was seen to be a compact 
rock filled with minute organic fragments 
mostly so small asto fall short of observa-
ti.on by the unaided eye. It also contained 
occ'asional minute oolitic spherUles ...... 6 
13. (3) Dull grayish yellow limestone .. .. . ........ 2 
12. (3) Yellow shaly marl ... ',.................... 5 
11. (3) Massive beds of soft, earthy, greenish lime-
stone weathering into spheroidal mass es 
with more thoroughly weathered material 
between. A hand specimen was seen to · 
be ofa fine and uniform texture, with 
some faintly marked bedding planes. 
When crushed and examined under the 
microscope the almost entire mass was 
seen to consist of exceedingly small rhom-
bohedral crystals, which effervesced slowly 
with acids (dolomite) . . ". . .. .. ...... .. 3 
10. (3) Same as- above, but more soft ............. ,2 
!). (3) Soft and earthy mortar-rock, consisting of 
about one-half sand and the other half 
being a calcareous magnesian matrix. 
The bulk of the sand grains are from one-
fourth to one-half of a millimeter in 
diameter, but range up to one millimeter, 
The finest sand is mostly angular but the 
coar,se grains are well rounded .......... ' 3 
8. (3) Shaly marl, containing fragments and lumps 
of limestone . . ........ . ..... . . .. , ....... . 4 
7. (2) Grayish yellow and soft dolomitic rock with 
an irregular bedding of a concretionary 
'5 G Rep 
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appearance, and containing specl's of a 
green clayey material. It i s in places a 
fine-grained dolomite, containing a few, 
mostly angular, quartz grains imbedded. 
In o'th er places it has a coarser texture. 
The clastic elements consist of quartz 
grain s, colorless, white, dark, or purplish 
red, with some mica scales, and some 
rounded dolomitic aggregations. The 
largest grains are r ounded a nd SQme were 
seen to h ave concavities on their surfaces 
which appeared to be produced by ,solu-
tion . ......... . .. . __ . .... . . .. . ..... . . ... 3 
6. (2) Greenish, and yellowish gray, shaly marl 
(not fully exposed) . .... ......... .. .... 0 
5. (2) Gray and yellow sandstone. It i s friable, 
fine, and slightly micaceous with a sparse 
dolomitic cement of variable copiousness 
a long differ ent bedding planes. The sand 
grain s in a hand s 'pecimen were mostly 
angular and fell mainly between one 
f,ourth and one half millimeter in diame-
ter. Some few were of an in'tensely green 
color and some yellow a nd olive colored. 
Mica was present, and some of the grains 
had an etched surface .......... . . . . . _ . . 4 
4. (1) Gray or yellowish, somewhat dolomitic lime-
stone of fine texture. In a ground speci-
men it is seen to be porous, and shows a 
f aintly brecciated s'tructure. It i s trav-
ersed by small, gently flexuous flssures 
of uniform width. which are filled with 
clear 'crystalline calcite ..... .. .......... 3 
3. (1) Greenish, shaly, soft, and micaceous sand-
stone ... ..... ... ..... . . ... . . ...... .. ... 8 
2. (1) Yellow, soft dolomite. In a band specimen 
it was seen to be fine-grained and min-
u'tely porous, with small irregular green-
ish lentils of more clayey material 
throughout. These lie para llel with the 
bedding planes .................. . .. .. ... 2 
1. (1) Blu~sh, gray, dolomitic, and shaly marl with 
a few very sparsely disseminated small 
siliceous grains . It contains occasional · 
organic fragments, su ch as joints or cri-
noid stems, and tubes of bryozoa, and 
some spheroidal solid quartz geodes of 
irregular shape . . .. . ..... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
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XV. SECTION IN THE WESr BANK OF A RAVINE RU NNING NORTH INTO RATl'LE' 
SNAKE CREEK, NEAR THE CENTER OF THE NE. U OF THE NE. U OF 
SEC. 14. LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
6. (3) Decayed, fine· grained, yellow limestone very 
much disintegrated above . . .. .. . . . ...... 3 
5. (?) Yellow m,arl with some blue shale . ...... . . 4 
4. (?) Decayed limestone with some sand rock... 2 
3. (2) Band of yellow marl with a b lack ferru-
ginous seam above . . :.. ................. % 
2. (2) Cross-bedded mortar -r ock ...... . ... . ....... 5 
1. (2) Laminated mortar-rock consisting of about 
one·half sand and one·half calcareous ce-
ment. The sand grains a r e mostly r ound-
ed and range from one-fourth to two milli-
meters in diameter . Nine-tenths are com-
mon translucent quartz and the remainder 
are chert, dark quartz, pink quartz and a 
few green grains ........ ...... ... ....• 1 
XVI. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BANK OF A CREEK, A LITTLE WEST OF THE CEN 
TER OF THE NORTH LINE OF SEC. 24, LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
3. (4) Gr ayish white limestofie, .sUghtly brecciated 9 
2. (3) Clayey marl, containing a Seminula of ' 
spherical form and h aving small calcar-
eous concretions of irregular, fiattened, 
spheroidal shape and concentric ' lamin-
ated structure. Some contain a white cal-
careous fiour in irregula r pocke'ts in the 
center, and one was seen to have its outer 
surface studded with very small shells 
of Seminula? (young) and L eperditia car-
bonaria Hall.. . . .. ....... ............... % 
1. (3) Brecciated and irregularly bedded limestone 
becoming sandy below and conta.i.ning 
imbedded specimens of L ithostrotion 
canadense Cast. ........ ... . .. .... ...... 10 
XVII. SECTION IN THE SOYTH BANK OF BRUSH GREEK, NEAR THE NORTHEAST 
CORNER OF SEC. 36, LOCKRIDGE TOWNSHIP. 
. FEET. 
5. A seam of limonitic material ma rj;:ing the 
unconformity with the Coal Measures .. ~ 
4. (oi) Gray m arl, shaly above, and with soome s~ony 
and more calcareous bands near the 'mid-
dIe. This contains FimestelZa serratu!a 
Uhlr., Productus ovatus Hall, Pugnax ot-
tumwa White, Seminu!a trinucl ea Hal! , 
Spirifer keokuk Hall, Anisotrypa fi,stulata 
Uhlr., Spirorbis sp., Zaphrentis palZaensis 
Worthen •.•. ,. , . , . .. ,." .. ", : .. ", .. , .( 
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FE.RT. 
3. (4) Gray limestone in E'ound ledges, contain-
ing frequent cubic crystals of pyrites . . .. 2 
2. (4) Gray limestone with the upper surface of 
the ledge bearing occllisional fucoid fiat-
tened curving stems ,some six dnches in 
length and an inch in widest diameter... 1 
1. (4) Gray limestone with upper surface of the 
ledge frequent~y studded with such fos'Sils 
as iSpirifer keokuk Hall, Pugnax ottumwa 
White Allorisma, sp., Productus, sp. and 
stems of crinoids . .. .. ..... . ...... . .... . 
About a quarter of a mile farther up this creek the underlying ' 
sandy ledges are seen in the left bank, and above this place the 
fossil-bearing limestone ledges are again exposed at intervals, 
disappearing under the drift about half a mile from the east 
boundary of the county. Above this place only two small and 
widely separated occurrences of the Saint Louis beds were ob-
served in this stream. One of these has been quarried. It is 
located in the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of sec-
tion ~8 in Lockridge township. The other locality is in the south 
bank of the creek in the west half of the southeast quarter of sec-
tion 10 in Buchanan township. In both of these places the ledges 
which are exposed belong to the upper fossil-bearing division of 
Jhis formation. 
On Wolf creek only one exposure was noted, and this was quite 
small and belonged to the same horizon, as seen from the follow-
ing: 
XVIlI SECTION IN THE BED OF WOLF CREEK, SUUTH OF THE CENTER OF SEC-
5. ROUND PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP. 
2. (4) ·Light gray marl with joints of crinoid 
stems, lamelJibranchs, small cyathophyl-
loids, Anisotrypa fi,stulata Uhlr., Fenestella 
serra-tula Uhlr., Phillipsia (?pygidium), 
Eumetria marcyi Shumard, Derbya keo-
kuk Hall, Pentremites koninkiana Hall, 
Productus ovatus Hall, iSemintila trinuclea 
Hall, Pugnax ottumwa White, P-. grosven-
ori Hall, Gleiothyris roissyi L'Eveille, 
iSpirifer keokuk Hall, Dielasma formosa 
FEET. 
Hall, Pinna (? fragment) _. _ ... _ . _ . . . . . Ei 
~. (4) Gra.~ limestone with "orne fos'Si)s 2 
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Sections in the Cedar Creek Basin.-In the drainage basin of 
Cedar creek the Saint Louis is best exposed on the main stream. 
A thickness of nearly sixty feet can be made out and this includes 
the two upper divisions seen in the Skunk river drainage basin. 
From south of the center of section 35 in Round Prairie township 
to the west line of section 36 in Cedar township the outcrops are 
almost continuous in the banks of the Cedar creek, and after an 
interruption of one-half a mile of Coal Measure rocks 'it continues 
two and a half miles farther up the creek. Above this there are 
only two other points at which it rises above the creek, one in 
the northeast quarter of section 24 and another somewhat larger 
area in sections 9, 10 and 15 in Liberty toWnship. West of here 
it ha.'3 not been observed. Most of the tributaries from the south 
in Cedar and Round Prairie townships cut down into this lime-
stone as far as their courses run in this county, but in the afHuents 
from the north it is seen only in Rock cr.eek, where it appears for 
two miles. The following sections will sufficiently illustrate its 
eharacter in this region: 
XIX. SECTION IN THE BANK OF CEDAR CREEK IN THE SW . l( OF THE SE. l( OF 
- SEC. 34 , ROUND PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP. 
5. (4) Gray marl . containing Pugna:. ottumwa 
White, Productu8 sp., Seminula trinuclea 
FEET. 
Hall, and some rhi~opods . . ..... . . ..... 2 
4. (4) White limestone with one ledge of very fine , 
almost lithographic texture. A ground 
specimen of the latter was ·seen to con-
tain scattered imbedded fragments of 
sm all brachiopods and dispersed minute 
crystals of pyrites . .. '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
. 3. (4) Gray limestone of ordinary texture, in 
ledges varying from six inches to one 
foot in thickness. A shaly seam near the 
middle was studded with Pugnax ot-
tumwa ·White:. . ..... .. .. .. . . .... .. .. 5 
2. Not seen here. (What follows .is 'exposed 
about fifteen rods farther south in the bed 
1J.nd the banks of the "cut-off" which the 
creek is making in leaving the oxbow) . . 30( 1') 
• . (3) Gray, aren:aceous limestone changing down-
,ward into softer, yellow, dolomitic rock. 
The ledges are flexed and fractured and 
in places brecciated. In the middle part 
of ~he exposure there is a discontinuous 
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FEET. 
layer of breccia, about a foot thick, 
which is partly silicified and has a very 
rough exterior. At about the same level 
silicified specimens of Lithostrotion 
canadense Cast. occur and below this 
the rock contains smooth loaves and 
balls of a yellow or gray chert, which 
contains frequent casts of brachiopods, 
such as Derbya keokuk Hall, Spirifer Zit· 
toni Swallow and Pugnax grosvenori Hall. 
Associated with these chert balls and also 
occurring in small crevices in the surround-
ing rock is a dark green earthy clay 
containing aluminum, iron, and a trace of 
chromium. The same led ges have crevices 
which contain some very clear crystals 
of Iceland spar . '.rhese are stained green 
by the same eartby material. One frac-
tured ledge in the lower part of the ex-
posure c6n sdsts of a fine-textured and 
minutely porous limestone which con-
tains indistinct fragments of shells. This 
i s' cut by some very thin fissures filled 
with limonite ...... ..................... 10 
XX. SECTION IN THE NORTH BANK OF CEDAR CREEK, EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST 
CORNER OF SEC. 3 •• ROUND PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP, 
6. (3 and 4 ?) Solid ledges of gray, partly brecciat-, 
ed limestone with some layers of shaly 
FEET. 
marl ...................... : ............. 20 
5. (3) Marly dolomitic material ............... . .. 3 
4. (3) A more or less discontinuous ledge of 
cher'ty gray or dark quartz ,showing a 
peculiar brecciated structure ............ 2 
3. (3) Yellow or gray, soft limestone, occ3ision-
ally dolomitic and often with some im-
bedded sand and lumps' of brecciated sili-
ceous material. In places it is coarsely 
brecciated and in other places It con-
tains thin layers of fine-textured dolo-
mitic rock with minute lentils of Lith-
ostrotion canadense Cast. .............. 5 
2. (3) Pure calcareous limestone with a Seminula 
and occasional balls or loaveS! of chert 
with casts of other brachiopods. Some 
small fissures in this ledge, evidently due 
to incipient brecciation, were observed to 
be filled with arenaceous material ...... 1Va 
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1. (3) Light gray, greenish marly shale with thin 
layers of pure calcareous rock. ~ther 
layerS' are slightly dolomitic and are in 
places cut by very thin fissures h ealed 
FBET. 
with crystalline calcite .. . . . ........ ; ... 4 
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XXI: SECTION IN THE SOUTH BANK OF ROCK CREEK IN THE NE . li OF THE NE. 
li OF SEC. ;32. ROUND PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
10. (4) Gray marl . . ....... . .........•............ : ~ 
9. (4) Limestone ........ ........ .. ........ .. .... % 
8. (4) Gray' marl .......... ....................... % 
7. (4) Limestone ............. .. .. .. ....... .. .... 1 t 
6. (4) Marl........ ..... ... ...... ...... ....... ... . 'Is 
5. (4) Limestone .. .. ......... ' .' . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 
4. (4) Yellow marl containing Productus ovatus 
Hall, Productus marginicinctus Prout, 
Pugnax ottumwa White, Spirifer keokuk 
Hall, SeminuZa trinucZea Hall (?), Fenes-
teHa. serratuZa Uhlr., Anisotrypa /istjtZata 
Uhlr., cyathophylloids and stems of cri-
noids .. .. ... ....... .. . . .. .'. . . . . ... ... 5 
3. (4) Limestone .. ... .................. .... _........ 1 
2. (4) Marl with some of the same fossils as those 
above .... . ... . _.................. . ..... .. ~ 
1. (4) Quite evenly bedded ledges of bluish gray 
limestone ...... ... ... . ..... .. .... . ....... 7% 
XXII. SECTION IN A RAVINE ABOUT ONE-SIXTH MILE SOUTRWEST OF THE CEN 
. TER OF SEC. 23. ROUND PRAIRIE TOWNSHIP. 
6. (4) Solid grayish white limestone on the upper 
surface of which were noted Pugnax ot-
tumwa White, 8pirifer Zittoni Swallow, 
D ieZasma formosa Hall, D . turgida Hall, 
FEET. 
and a small lamellibranch ....... . . . . .... 5 
5. (3) Shaly and impure limestone .... . .. . ..... _. . . • 5 
4. '(3) Limestone disintegrating into ihard and thin. 
layers ... .. .. .............. .. . .. . ........ _ 4% 
3. (3) Arenaceous shale .... . . . .. .... ... .. ......... 2 
2. (3) Irreguarly bedded gray or blue soft rock. . .. " 
1. (2) Cross-bedded mortar-rock with some shaly 
beds .... .. .. ......... . .................... 20 
\ . 
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XXIII. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BANK OF CEDAR CREEK IN THE NE. )( OF SEC. 
34. CEDAR TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. INCHE'S. 
5. (4) Grayi3h white limestone..................... 4 
4. (4) Marly limestone with two bands of more solid 
stony material near the middle. This con-
tained Productus marginicinctus Prout., P. 
ovatus Hall, Pugnax ottumwa White, 
Spiriter keokuk Hall, Seminula trinuclea 
Hall, Zaphrentis pallaensis Worthen, An-
isotrypa fistulata Uhlr., and Allorisma 
marionensis White ..... ...... .......... 4 
3, (4) Band of limestone . .. .. ......... . . .. ..... 7 
2. (4) Seam of shale sharply marked off above and 
below. ....... .. ... .. .. ............. . .. 4 
1. (4) Grayish wlhite limestone, the upper ledges 
having a fine texture and being bedded in 
strajght courses of uniform thiclpless . ... 6% 
XXIV. SECTION IN AN OLD QUARRY IN THE EAST BANK OF CEDAR CREEK 
NORTHEAST OF THE CENTER OF SEC. 10, LIBERTY TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. INCHES. 
6. Pockets of green shale belonging to the Coal 
Measures. 
5. (4) Gray limestone weathering in'to r ound bowl-
ders, in places with small crevices filled , 
with calcite. Fragments of crinoid stems 
and brachiopod shells are common. . . . . . . . 4 
4. (4) Light-colored marl with occasional stony con-
cretions. This marl contains Oleiothyris 
roissyi L'Eveille, D erbya keokuk Hall, 
PI'oductus ovalus Hall, P. marginicintus 
Prout., Seminula tri nuclea Hall, Spi riter 
keokuk Hall, Lithophaga pertenuis M. & 
W. (?), various small cyathophylloids, 
stems I:>f crinoids, small plates of an 
Archreocidaris, Endothyra bailey i Hall, 
Cytherellina glandella Whitfield, Leper-
ditia carbonaria Hall and minute calcare-
ous spines of various forms.. ............ 2 
3. (4) Gray limestone _...... .... ...... ....... 8 
2. (4) Marl with most of the 'same fos'sils as were 
found in number 4 ..... ... .... . .......... _ 3 
1. (4) Gray limestone containing occas~:>nal crystals 
of pyrites ... ... . . ... .... ... .. . ... ....... _ 3 
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xxv. SECTION NEAR THE CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILROAD IN THE 
NW. ~ OF THE SE. ~ OF SEC. 9, LIBERTY 'IOWNSHIP. . 
FEET. 
2. (4) Grayish white marl containing ma.ny fossils 
such as Cleiothyris roissyi L'Eveille, Der· 
bya keokuk Hall ( ?), Productus ovatus 
Hall, Pugnax ott1llmwa White, P; gros· 
venori Hall, ~emin1tla trinuclea Hall, Spiri-
fer keokuk Hall, Allorisma marionensis 
White, some cyathophylloids, some bry-
ozoa, stems of crinoids, and some rbizo-
pods ................ .. .. . ........ . ........ 4 
. 1. (4) Grayish white limestone in heavy ledges, con-
taining some pf the same fossils that were 
found in the marl ·abo~e. A polished hand 
specimen was seen to have occasiona.l 
small crevices filled with calcite. Ther e 
were a lso frequent imbedded fragments 
of stems of crinoids and shells of brachio-
pods. When crushed and w ashed it yield-
ed some shells pf -rhizopods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Sections in the Des Moines River BaS'in.- In the drainage area 
of the Des Moines there are also a few places where the deepest 
valleys have laid bare the Saint Louis. These are in Lick creek 
at and near the junctien of its two forks in section 30, Liberty 
township. Farthest south there are some brecciated and slightly 
arenaceous limestones and to the north of this place to the more 
regular bedded liinestone with alternating layers of marl. We 
have here the same succession and no doubt the same beds as seen 
on Cedar creek. In the southwest quarter of the southeast quar-
te~ of section 30 an open well was iI! the process of being blasted 
out in this formation at the time of the survey. It was in the val-
ley of the creek close to the south bluff and showed twenty feet of 
limestone alternating with some fine arenaceous beds below and 
some shale ab~ve.- The natural exposures were as follows: 
XXVI. IN THE BED OF LI:K CREEK NEAR THE; CENTER OF SEC. 25, DES MOINES 
TOWNSHIP . . 
2. (4) Stony marl containing Seminula trinuclea 
Hall, Pugnax ottumwa White, Productus 
sp., Pinna (?) (fragment), Astartella sp., 
!'EET. 
(?) .......... ..... . ... ... .. . . . . ... .. . 1 
1. (4) Solid gray limestone with some fossils . ...... 2 
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XXVII. SECTION IN THE WEST BANK OF THE EAST FORK OF LICK CREEK IN THE 
NW . )( OF THE SE. )( OF SEC. 30, LIBERTY TOWNSHIP. 
FEET. 
6. (4) Gray limestone............ ...... .......... .. 1 
5. (4) Gray marl with some fossils............ .. .. 2 
4. (4) Gray limestone.......... ...... .. ........ .... 2 
3. (4) Gray marl with occasional fossils . ... ... : .... 2 
2. (4) Heavy ledges 'pf gray limestone.............. 4 
1. (3) Limestone, occasionally brecciated. . . .... .... 9 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
In the foregoing sections an attempt has been made to refer 
the respective numbers which haye been described to one of the 
four divisions into which the Saint Louis strata can be 'divided 
in this region. These divisions have been indicated for each 
member by figures in brackets. They correspond, in the main, 
to the divisions previously made out for the Saint Louis in Wash-
ington county by Bain, and which will here be designated by 
names essentially as proposed by him, viz: 
APPRoxnrATE THICKNESS I N FF.ET. 
(4) Pella beds ...................................... 17 
(3) Upper Verdi beds ............................... 30 
(2) Lower Verdi beds ............................... 30 
(1) Springvale beds ..... .... ....... . ... ........... . 18 
Total .......... . , . ..• ...... . ...... .. , . .... ... ..• _ 95 
The Verdi beds have been separated into an upper and a lower 
division. It is quite probable that neither the lowermost part of 
the Springvale beds, which make the base of the section, nor the 
uppermost part of the Upper Pella beds, which constitutes the 
top or. the formation, are seen in this county. It is therefore 
likely that the Saint IJouis exceeds in thickness the ninetycfive 
feet which appear in this county. A brief general description 
may now be given of each of the four divisions. 
The Springvale Beds.-These consist of soft dolomitic lime-
stones interbedded with dolomitic marly shales and some sand-
stone of fine texture. The dolomite consists of an aggregate of 
crystals of minute but varying sizes. It frequently contains 
small lentils of green clayey material, is here and there traversed 
by ~hin and curving fractures which have been filled' with clear 
crystalline calcite and occasionally contains a small admixture 
I' 
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of nne sand. With the aid of a hand lens some minute straight 
tubules are coinmonly seen in these ledges. The shaly beds are 
often marly and dolomitic. _ Some are apparently disintegrated 
and Iflached dolomite. The more clayey beds contain solid spher-
oidal concretions of chalcedonic quartz, measuring from two to 
eight inches in diameter and resembling geodes in form. In the 
limestones, impressions or imperfectly preserved fossil remains 
were noted representing stenis of crinoids, a species of a Produc- . 
tus, and Hemitrypa fronta;na Uhlr. 
Thl) Lower Verdi Beds.-Above the magnesian limestones and 
shales j~st described, there is usually some exceedingly variable 
material most of which might be called mortar-rock as it consists 
of sand cem~nted together by a calcareous or magnesian matrix. 
The sand may be fine or coarse, the matrix may be calcareous or 
dolomitic, and the ·ratio between the sand and the matrix may 
vary to the exclusion of either one of the two, when there is pure 
sandstone on the one hand, and pure limestone on the other. By 
the increase of clayey material either of these rock varieties may 
become shaly. The limestones are hard and compact, or marly. 
The morlar-rock and the sandstones may be regularly bedded, or 
they may be most diversely cross-bedded. Frequently the alter-
nating thin seams have an unequal amount of matrix and sand. 
Y Finally, any of these variations and sediments may be brecciated 
and mingled with each other promiscuously. Dolomitic layers 
are apt to exhibit occasional thin fissures filled with crystalline 
calcite . . The arenaceous material ranges in the sizes of the grains 
from pebbles half an inch in diameter, which are rare, to the fin-
est discernible pa~ticles. It is usually well sorted for each layer, 
and all the medium sized grains are well rounded. Ninety-five 
per cent, if not more, consist of clear white quartz. The remain-
der is mica, a few pink, purple, and green grains among the fin-
est materials, and some chert and some calcareous fragments 
among the ll},rgest pebbles. At one place there was seen in a 
coarse and very sandy mortar-rock of this division some curving 
tubular cavities in the sand (section VI). These are filled with 
calcite so as to make the rock perfectly compact and they pre-
sented an appearance which suggested ay. organic agency, as if 
produced by some boring animal. At several other places there 
·r 
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were noted small and single joints of crinoid stems. A bryozoan 
or a coral, somewhat like a Monticutipora and consisting of closely 
appressed and nearly parallel tubes, which wp,re quite fragile 
and poorly preserved, was seen in several places in the mortar-
rock, associated with crinoid joints. 
The U ppe'r Ve'rd'i E eds. - The arenaceous members just de-
scribed change upward into brecciated, less sandy, and less fre-
quentlY·9.o1omitic limestone. At this horizon there are some very 
fine-grained calcareous ledges, in which lie imbedded fragments 
of thin brachiopod. shells, and occasional oolitic spherules. The 
siliceous material is often gathered into concretionary: . masses, 
sometimes of great size. There are silicified corals, and nodules 
of chert containing moulds of brachiopod shells. In the valley 
of Cedar creek large lenses of a tough gray or almost black quartz 
of a peculiar brecciated structure, as if. deposited by infiltration 
along closely intersecting joints, are seen replacing p'arts of cer-
tain ledges (Fig. 60). One of these masses was six feet wide 
and two feet thick near the middle, having a hemispherical 
shape with the convex side up. · Several fossils occur at thil'! hori-
zon, viz: 
Lithostrotion canadense, Cast. (usually though not always, 
silicified. Seen in situ). 
Derbya keokuk Hall (moulds in chert nodules). 
Pugnax grosvenori Hall (large, moulds in chert.) 
Seminula sp. 
Spirifer keokuk Hall (in chert) . 
Leperditia carbonaria Hall (large and black). 
Ganoid? (plate-like scales). 
In the creeks draining into Skunk river there occurs near the 
top of this division a shaly or marly seam, usually 'about six inches 
in thickness, which can be recognized at points several miles 
apart. It lies between two ledges of solid limestone, which are 
sometimes slightly broken or brecciated. In correlating local 
sections this seam serves as an important landmark, and there-
fore deserves special attention here. It is number 2 of section V, 
number 3 of section IX, number 2 of section ~In, number Ii? of 
section XIV, and number 2 of section XVI. It is also seen east 
of the wagon road in the north bluff of Rocky branch near the 
northwest corner of section 3, Lockridge township, and near a 
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spriJ?g west of the wagon road in a small tributary to Walnut 
crook from the north, near the center of the southwest quarter of 
the southwest quarter of section 21, Walnut township. This layer 
contains invariably and in profusion a Seminula with very con-
vex valves and of small size, so as to be of the size and shape of 
a pea. The valves are frequently dissolved away, leaving ·a mere 
FIG. 60. Quartz showing a peculiar brecciated structure. 
calcareous kernel, in which the spirals of the fossil sometimes 
appear. At other places these shells may be covered by an en-
veloping calcareous crust, and simulate roughly shaped pisto-
liths. Associated with these shells there are calcareous concre-
tions or balls, usually slightly flattened and about an inch in diam-
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eter. In the interior of these there are irregular pockets of a 
white calcareous flour. The seam may be said to consist of these 
concretions and of the small Seminula shells, imbeddeed in a 
shaly or marly sparse matrix. On the surface of one of these con-
cretions were noted some minute brachiopods and Leperditia car-
bonal'ia Hall. Occasionally a part of the bed consists of lumps 
of fine oolitic limestone. The Seminula is regarded by Schuchert 
as being an undetermined species different from Seminula trinu-
clea Hall, which occurs in the Pella beds farther up in the section. 
In several places springs issue from the ground two or three 
feet below this shaly seam. 
The Pella Beds.-These consist mostly of heavy-bedded ledges 
of compact, calcareous limestone, alternating, especially above, 
with seams of greenish marly shales. Occasionally the limestone 
is slightly broken up and brecciated. Some ledges have a very 
fine texture. Were it not for the presence of bits of fossils, and 
crystals 'or irregularly shaped grains of pyrites these ledges 
might be called lithographic limestone. The pyrites is usually 
in cubic crystals, about an eighth of an inch in diameter. The 
shales or marls are sometimes quite hard and stony. Fossils are 
common in the limestones and quite abundant in the marls, con-
sistillg of a few species of brachiopods, lamellibranchs, cyath-
phylloids, bryozoa, ostracods and rhizopods. The latter occur both 
in the limestone and in the marls. A list of the fossils observed 
by the author is here given. The appended figures indicate the 
number of localities at which each species has been noted. 
Endothyra baileyi Hall, 5. 
Other rhizopods, not identified, 4. 
Zaphrentis pellaensis Worthen. 8. 
Pentremites koninckiana Hall, -t. 
Archaeocidaris (~pines and separate plates, small), 2. 
Crinoids (stems). 10. 
Spirorbis (?), 1. 
Anisotrypa fistulosa Uhlr., 6. 
Fenestella serratula Uhlr., 3. 
Cleiothyris roissyi L' Eveille, 3. 
Derbya keokuk Hall, 4. 
Dielasma formosa Hall, 2. 
Dielasma turgida Hall, 1. 
Eumetria marcyi Schumard, 1. 
Productus marffinicinctus Prout, 3. 
Productus ovatus Hall, 6. 
c 
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Pugnax grosvenori Hall, 4. 
Pugnax ottumwa White, 13. 
Seminula trinuclea Hall, 3. 
Sem.nuta Bp' . undet . 7. 
Spirifer keokuk Hall, 7. 
Attorisma mar:ionensis White, 3. 
Astartetla sp., 1. 
Lithophaga pertenuis M. & W. (?); 2. 
Pinna? (fragment .) 1. 
Cytherellina gtandetla Whitfield, 2. 
Leperditia car'bonaria Hall,S. 
Phillipsia ? (pygidium.l 1. 
De/todopsis stludovici St. J. and W., 1. 
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. The Springvale beds and the Pella beds were evidently depos-
ited some distance off shore in comparatively deep and quiet 
waters. Individual beds persist for considerable distances, espe-
cially in the laHer. The presence of rhizopod shells in these also 
point;;; to the corrootnes's of this view. With regard to the Verdi 
beds, it has been supposed that the presence of sand, of ten cross-
bedded, and the brecciated character, especially prominent in the 
Upper Verdi, should indicate littoral conditions of deposition. 
Against this view is the general absence of plant remains and 
the frequent presence of crinoid stems. The writer would remind 
readers interested in this question, that sand quite as coarse as 
that in the Verdi beds is found associated with crinoid stems in 
deposits now forming on the outer slope of the contin'ental shelf 
in the Atlantic ocean, at depths exceeding 3,000 feet. This sand 
is always well worn and is apparently moved by bottom currents. 
It seems that such currents may very well produce cross-bedded 
. deposits. And why not also cause brecciation in yet plastic rocks 
by local erosion and settling¥ ' The persistence of one thin seam 
of marl over many miles 0:1) territory testifies at any rate to off 
shore conditions during the latter part of the Verdi stage. 
-But little need be said on the subject of the correlation of these 
\ 
deposits with the Lower Carboniferous divisions elsewhere. The 
clays of the Springvale beds resemble those of the Keokuk in 
having geode-like concretions, but they differ from them most 
markedly in their lack of fossils and in their dolomitic character. 
Possibly their dolomitization was the cause o·f the destruction of 
their fossil remains, and they may be an attenuated equivalent 
of the Keokuk-formation. There is no decisive evidence on this 
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point. Here, as in Washington county," there are no sharp limits 
to be drawn between any of the members of the Saint Louis as -
above described. They all merge into each other by slow grada-
tions in composition, bedding and structure. 
THE DES MOINES. 
By far the greater part of the area of the county is covered by 
the base of the Coal Measures, usually known 'as the Des Moines. 
These beds overlie the eroded and uneven surface of the Saint 
Louis formation everywhere, except some tracts of uncertain ex-
tent along the -north boundary of the county and some compara" 
tively narrow strips of land in the valleys of the principal ~treams 
where the underlying SaLnt Louis has been laid bare and appears 
as already described. The Des Moines consists of shales and 
sandstone with seams of limestone and coal and range from a few 
to at least 150 feet in thickness. 
Walnu,t T otunship. - Over the northeast part of this township 
the Des Moines has been mostly removed by erosion, for it is only 
rarely seen. In sections 1 and 2 the valley which is fol-
lowed by the Iowa Central railroad exposes small outliers of the 
Des Moines, mostly sandstone. Other instances of small outliers 
were noted in Burr Oak creek, near the center of the west line of 
section 15; in a ravine near the southwest corner of section 11; 
in a creek in the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of 
section 12 (where it consists of yellow sandstone with imprints 
of lepidodendron and with imbedded pieces of charcoal) ; in the 
road following the east line of the southeast quarter of section 
14; to the east of Walnut creek, in the northeast quarter of the 
northwest quarter of section 28 (here consisting of shales) ; in 
the north bank of Rocky Branch near the southwest corner of 
section 34 (also shale). Aside from these occurrences dark 
shale. no doubt belonging to the Coal Measures, have been en-
countered in some wells on the uplands, as in the northeast quar-
ter of section 34, and in the south half of section 14. As most of 
these observations are on the lowlands, where erosion has been 
most extensive, there is no doubt that the Des Moines underlies 
the drift on considerable tracts of the uplands, especially to the 
southwest. 
*Bain;lowaGeol Surv ., Vol. v. p. 1 .. 9. 
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Lockridge Township.-Iler~e most of the uplands are evidently 
overlain by the Coal Measures; In sections · ~, 5 and ~ 6 small ex- . 
pos.llres are occasionally seen in the bed ,and the banks,of Rocky 
Branch, and these usually. consist of sandstone. ~ In the south-
west quarter of· the southW"€!lt 'quarter of section ,14 coal was for 
some. time mined in a seam almost in immediate:,con1iact ·with th.e 
underlying Saint Louis-ma:r;ls:- On· Brus~ C<Feek~"Coal Measure 
shales ar~ frequently and extensively exposed, and .coal mines 
have been successfully operated for :a leng ,time .. Near the north 
quarter post of section 29 shales and. shaly . sandstone, of this age 
rise to an elevation, of thirty · feet above ·the bed ,of the'stream in 
its south bank, and near the b"ridge' in the wagon. road close by 
these are interbedded. with·a"seam. of . coal about fourteen. inches 
in thickness. In section 27 thet:e.-havse"beeJil·\some .0f the produc-
tive mines in the' county, and shales, shaly sandstone· and thin 
seams of coal are frequently exposed in the south ,bank . of the 
creek: Againr in section 36, in a run crossing tqe northwest cor-
ner of the section, coal.has ·also .~n.minedand!.there ' is exposed 
a ledge of yellowish gray; hard ~ sandstorie' some -twelve feet in 
thickness and containing imprints of leaves and stems of Stig-
maria. Several of the; upland 'wells' -have entered black shales 
and sandstones, evide:ptlY'belonging to the Coal -Measures. ' 
The nature of the formatifrn ·in this township is well shown -in 
some of the explorations'that·have been-made in connection with 
the mining of coal: The shaft .. of the mine just mentioned . was 
only 25 feet deep. Under tp.e surfaeedir1l, there -was first some 
sandst:one and then dark shale; under'whi.'ch·,lay_the coal seam, in 
. ~ll 42 inches in thickness'.-' This censisted' of eigh~nches of a 
tough cannel .coal abo~e) thirteen inches of ordinary. bitumInous 
coal, then three inches.of fire clay, .and helow this eighteen inches 
of bituminous coal. The bank was worked for a -couple of seasons 
and then abandoned .on account of water. In section 27 coal has 
been mined for the last.forty years,_ and most of the coal has been 
removed from the entire northeast quarter of the sQuthwest quar-
ter of the section. The seam lies at an elevation slightly below 
the level of Brush. creek. .It has,_been found to be occasionally 
traversed by horsebacks ·of shaly. IDaterial~., locally known as 
"rolls, " but these have not been 'of such frequency as to serious-
.6 G Rep 
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ly affect the mining operations. Some faults have also been en-
countered. The McGregor shaft, which was located on the north-
west corner of the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of 
this section, and on the bottom of a south tributary of. brush 
creek, was only a little more than fifty feet deep, going through 
the following section: 
1. SECTION OF TH E McGREGOR COAL SHAFT. 
FEET. 
12. Surface material (drift) ................ . ... . .. 1.0 
12. Surface material (drift) .. . ........ . ... . . ...... 10 
11. Clay shale .. .... . . . ..... ... ....... ....... ... . .. 3 
10. Blue shale .. .. .. ......... . . . .... . .. . .. . .... ... 8 
9. Coal ...... . ................ . ................ . .. 2 
8. Fire clay ....... . ...... . ... . ..... ..... . .. .. .... 2 
7. Shale and black miner 's slate, which was quite 
bituminous Imd had a brown streak. . . . .. 25 
6. Coal .... ..... . .. ........ ...... ... . ... .......... 3% ' 
5. Seam of pyrites ........... .... . .. .. . .. . ... . 1~ 
4. Coal ... . .... ....... ... ........ . .... . ..... ..... : 1 
3. Fire clay ... . ........ ;.. ....... . .... . .... ... . .. 3 
2. Green shale .. . ... .. . . .... .. .. . .......... .. ... 8 
1. Hard black rock with €Ome shells (!probably 
. Saint Louis limestpne) . .. .... . .. ........ .. 1 
Most of the coal in thlS seam in the forty acre tract east of this 
has been mined by W. Brown & Co. Some acres are left near t.he 
center of t.he section (27) and a mine is now operated on t.his 
tract by W. C. Smith Coal Company, marketing the output in Mt. 
Ple.asant, New London, Fairfield and to the country trade. The 
top of this shaft is sixty feet above the bed of Brush creek and 
it is nlnety feet deep, going through the following section: 
• 
II. SECTION OF W. G . SMITH COAL COMPANY'S SHAFT . 
. FEET. 
6. Drift ........ ..... ......... .. ...... .. . . ....... 54 
5. Slhale ..... .... ... ..... ... .. . . •...... . .. . . ... . .. 1 
4. Yellow fire clay ... .... ........ .. .............. 3 
3. Black shale .... . ..... . ............. . ... . . ... .. . 9 
2. Black miner'S slate, containing in the basal part 
which forms the roof iIll the mine, im-
prints of Sigillaria l eptoderma Lesq., 
L epidodendron distans Lesq., L. aculeatum 
Sternb, LepidophylZum ? (loose and separ· 
ate, brown and somewhat flattened sppres, 
scattered through the shale), and Lingula 
mytiloides Cox .................. . ..... 20 
1. Coal 4% 
I 
I 
j 
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The shaft was made last sea:son and the eIitri~ were only ex· 
tended a few rods, when the mine was visited b'y the writer. Op 
erations are somewhat impeded by water, which is raised by horse 
power. As far as explored, the coal dips one foot in ten to the 
north and on the south 'of the shaft there is a fault with a down-
thrqw of five . feet in the same direction. I The fault plane itself ' 
has' a dip to the north ,of about 32° and trends W. 15° S. 
Round Pr'airie Township.-In the north two-thirds of tilis town-
ship the drift is heavr and the bed rock is not often exposed. 
Most likely the Coal Measures underlie the drift over most of 
the territory. Some coal has been mined on the Wolf creek bot-
tom in the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 
3. ' It was near the surface. In the tributaries of the Cedar, and 
on tlie' Cedar itself, there are several places 'where the Coal Meas-
ures come into view. In a ravine runn~ng south in the southeast 
quart.er of section 35, and at a distance of about a qU'arter of a 
mile from the main creek, a sandstone, four feet thick, rests un-
conformably on the Saint Louis limestone. It is quite coarse, 
g:r:ayish white, and contai:p.ed imbedded ' fragments of chert and 
fossils of the Saint Louis and was impregnated with marcasite. 
Farther down the same ravine there were black shales in the 
bank of the run. , At this place som~ coal has been taken out by 
drifting .in the opposite bank, and the following sectio:p. is seen. 
Ill. 
\ FEET. 
5. Black shale ., .. ... , .. .... ' ..... . ..... .. . .. . ....... '12 
4. White sandstone with imbedded small frag-
ments of charcoal. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .... . . .. . . . 1% 
3. Fine-grained, so~t, arenaceous material. .. -. . . . 1 
2. W1hite arenaceous shale . .. ; .. . ............. '.. . . 3 
;1. White sandstone .......... . ....... . .... ~ .... .. 3 ' 
To the west, along Cedar creek, sandstone of this division ap-
pears in several places overlying the Saint Louis uncomform-
ably, coming down sometimes almost to the bed of the ' stream 
and sometimes resting on the limestone fifty feet up 'in the bluff. 
)Penn Township.-In the north part of this township no ex-
posures of the Coal Measures have been observed and in all 
probability the Saint Louis directly underlies the drift in most 
. of this territory. in the south half the most productiv~ coal 
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mines in the county have been located and t:!le fonnation is ap-
parently quite continuous, though .natural exposures are infre· 
quent. Some of t.hese are seen in the banks of South Walnut 
creek in the northwest quarter of section 26, and in sections 27 
and 23, and consist of sandstone, greenish gray shales, hlack 
shaleR and concretionary, discontinuous ledges of black shaly 
limestone, with thin seams of coal. One-fourth of a mile north-
west of the center of section 32 a layer of hard sandstone con-
taining fragments of charcoal was seen to rest on three feet of 
black fiE'sile shale in the south bank of the south fork of Walnut 
creek. Most of the old coal banks have been located in sectio'ns 
26, '::7, 32, 33 and 34, and the local character of the fonnation-is 
best revealed in the explorations made in connection with these . 
enterprises. The seam which has been mined lies about on the 
level of the bed of the creek. In the west half of section 26 some 
coal has been taken out by drifting into the base of the south bluff 
almost in sight of an outcrop of the Saint Louis limestone in 
the bed of the creek. The only mines now worked in the vicin-
ity of Perlee are in section 27. One of these was opened ' this. 
last !It:'ason (1901) by Green and Looney and is located in a run 
on the south bluff of the south branch of Walnut creek, south 
of the center of the section. It is only some twenty feet deep. The 
coal is from three to four feet thick and is overlain by about 
ten feet of dark shale in which there are three layers of calcare-
ous material. One of these lies two feet above the coal and is 
fine-grained-ahd -compact and traversed-·by many small vertical 
fissures, which have been filled with calcite and zinc blende. The 
two other layers are discontinuous and apparently more con-
cretionary, lying respectively two -and five feet above the :first 
one. In the lower part . of the dark shale a small Orthoceras, a 
small Chonetes, and fragments of fish teeth- were noted. North 
of the creek in this section several coal banks have also been in 
operation; one of which· lies close to the old bed of the C., R. r. 
& P. railroad. The old Washington County· Coal Company 
worked several mines in sections ·32 and ·33 on the south side of 
the south branch of Walnut creek. A section of one of the shafts 
used by this company is given by Keyes as follows: " 
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IV. SECTIOS OF A.5HAFT OF TilE J VASHlNGT,ON C;OUNTY COAL COMPANY. 
PERLEE. ' 
FEET. 
29. Drift ' . ... ................... .. ................... . 33 
28. Sand ..... . : .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. • 3 
27. Clay, dark, shaly ......... .. .................... 20 
26. Shale, black ................. ; ...... : .......... 6 
25. ' Co'al . . ... . .. . ......... . .... • .•..... . .... . . ... . . . 3';4 
24. Fire clay and. shale ............ . ...... . .. .. ..... ' 10 
23. Coal, shaly ........... . .... . . . . ... ............. 3';4 
22. Fire clay .............. . ....................... 2 
'The downward continuation of 'this .. section as seen in a pros-
pecting hole, beginning. under the, coal-worked, is given by the 
.;lame. '~uth9r as. folh>ws : 
FEET . 
21. Mixed c):ays ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
20. Gray Shale ..... ...... ; ..... ..... .............. 10 
19. Sandstpne . ... .................... .. ............ 12 
18 . . Ljm!lston~, gray, tmpure... . .......... . .. . .. .. .. 8 
17 . . Sandstone, fine-grained, with brown,.fii1l!ty part-
'.' }ng~~ t~tt;la~d, .y~l.lowi.sh ,color ... : . . . . .. 22 
16. Sandstone, bluish, fine-gra.in~, ·l!,eavily):).e<}dell. 20 
15. Sand shale .... : .. ; . .. .. . : ..................... 10 
14. Lime r ock, impure ......... ..... ....... .. . .. .. .. 2 
13. Sand shale, gray, fine-gJ:ained................ 8 
12. Clay s hale, bl~e ... ...... .. ... ... ..... . ......... 3 
11. Sand shale, blue, with thin, irregularly bedded, 
',Ippure sand rock . .. . . . ... . .. . .... ... . .. . 37 
10. Lime~tone, .impure, buff ~olored, f~gmen:tary. . 2 
9. Clays, marly, blue. wj:tlh small fossils . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
8. Lim~stone, impure, bluish ..................... .. ' 3 
7. , Sand shale;. light .blue, with sand~tone paTtings 7 
6. Limestone, cQmpa9t , . gray, .fragmentary. . .... 2 
5. Shale, argil)a~eous, blu\! and limestone . .. . ..... 2';4 ' 
4. Shale,. ;:t.rgillaceous, gray . .. .. ........... : ..... 3';4 
3. Limestone, concretiona ry, compact ,· light gray'. . 4 
l1. Marl, gray . . .... . ... . .. . ... .. : ....... . . . ..... . . 2';4 . 
1. Limes.tone, concretiona ry, light,. wit h gray clay 
. paTtiitgs ................. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... 22 · 
.Mr.:.Keyes refers the.lowest ten numbers in the above, section 
to the . Saint Louis. . Judging from. the descriptions alone, the 
present 'Writer would .include in. this . the . lowest. nineteen nllm-
. . bers. ,. On ,.some of the.shale dumps, near. the. old mines in . the 
southwest quarter of the northwest .quarter of section 33 .there 
were observed some lumps of what appears to be a .. In.ineralized 
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charcoal, in which silica fills the pores of the vegetable cell work. 
Some lumps were six inches in longest diameter. Part of the 
woody tissue bears the marks of tracheids. There were also some 
concretions of clay ironstone ,and large broken lumps of a per-
fectly black sandstone, consisting of crystalline quartz grains 
imbedded in a . carbonaceous matrix. Old miners say that cakes 
of this material were sometimes found on the upper surface of 
the coal seam. " All of these shafts were quite shallow, ranging 
from forty to one hundred feet in depth. 
A partial record of the shaft of the Jefferson mine near the 
station at Perlee is given by Keyes, as follows:* 
v, PARTIAL SECTION OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY COAL COMPANY'S SHAFT' NEAR 
PERLEE. 
FEET, 
5, Shale, gray anu clayey above, becoming black, 
'fissile below , . ... .. ' ............. ,."..... 15. 
4. Coal ' .. "., ......•.. ... .. , ................. ,.... 3 
3. Fire clay, changing downward intp gray clay 
shales .. ...... .. ... . . . ... .. . ... .. ..... . .. . 14 
2. Shale, highly bituminous and coaly in places... 3 
1. Fire clay, exposed ........... ....... . '. . . ..... . 1 
On the old dump of this mine there were found some llirge 
piece::; of silicified trunks of trees, which must have been two feet 
in diameter. In some of the fragments tracheids could be ob-
served on the woody cells with !1 weak hand lens. There were 
also some fissile, gray, calcareous concretions varying from four 
to twenty inches in diameter and these were quite rich in fossils, 
such as Naulilus, sp. (small), Orbiculoidea missouriensis Shum., 
Or~hoceras rushensis McChesney ( ~ ) Plewrotomaria illinoisensis 
W., Prod1.('ctus mttricatus N. & P., P. nanus M. & W., Pugnax 
rockymontana ' Marcou, P. uta Marcou, Schizodus alpina Hall (n, Stmparollus pernodosusM. & W. On another old shale dump 
of a mine on the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of 
this ,section some more silicified wood was noted and also some 
fossil-bearing concretions of a similar structure containing 
Clinopista radiata Hall (n, Orthoceras rushensis McChesney 
( 1) , Orbiculoidea missouriensis Schumard, Pleurotomaria illi-
noisensis W., Pleurotomaria, sp. uudet., Productus muricatus N. & 
P., and Pugnax uta Marcou. 
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The Jefferson County Coal Company flnce made a drill hole 
on the upland slope about one-third of 3; mile east of the center 
of this section, and an old miner gives the followipg. section of 
this exploration from memory : '. 
VI. SECTION OF THE JEFFERSO N COUNTY COAL COMPANY'S DRILL HOLE. 
FEET 
3. Drift ....................... . .• .. .... ..... . ..... 30 
2. Shales, fire clay, and some seams of coal. ...... 70 
1. "Soapstone" and limestone (evidently belong· 
ing to t:he Saint Louis) .. . ..... ... ....... 100 
From this and the previous sections it is evident that the depth 
of the Coal MeaSures in this locality is quite limited, not much 
exceeding one hundred feet. The underlying Saint Louis is ex· 
posed in the creeks both to the north and to the east. A large 
block of limestone was observed in the bed of the creek less 
than tbree·fourths of a mile west of Perlee. While it was in such 
a place that it could not be with certainty said to belong to an 
undisturbed ledge, it evidently had not been far removed from 
this. The principal 'seam, which has . been worked, is near the 
base of the formation and has in places been found to run out 
against the drift, showing that 'preglacial erosion extended be-
low the level of the coal in some '. places. The area on which 
mines have been· worked follows the south bra~ch of Walnut 
creek a distance of about three miles, being a mile wide. The 
total area' of the land worked is less than one square mile and 
most of this has not been far from the creek. 
Buchanan Township.- The "Coal Measures underlIe the drift 
over the greater part of this township, but they rarely come in-
to vi~w owing to the comparatively small depth of the drainage 
vBlleys. Excepting some unimportant exposures in Rocky 
Branch the principal sections are seen on Brush creek. Coal was 
for some time mine~ by drifting into the base of the south bluff 
of this creek, near the northeast corner of the norilrwest quarter 
of the southwest quarter of section 10. This is only two miles 
south and one mile east of Perlee and the coal here is the same 
as at the latter place. On the old shale banks lumps of the 
same black sandstone were seen, bere with impressions of the 
bark of trees, and associated with small indurat;e9. aggregatiqns 
of charcoal. There are also the same calcareous concretions con-
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taining some of the same fossils as those near Perlee. A quarter 
of a mile south and a little east of the center of the section, the 
south bank. of the creek expOses two feet of the Saint Louis lim~ 
stone and underlying this there is: 
VII. 
FEET. 
4. Gray shale ....... .. . . ..... .... ... .. ... . . . ...... lY. 
3. C-arbonaceous black and fissile shale.......... 2 
2: Fire clay .. ........ .................... . .... ... 2 
1. Yelk)w and irregularly bedded sandstone with 
imprints of ste.ms and leaves of Stigmaria 1 to 3 
In 1.he south bank of the creek, in the northwest qua~r of 
the northwest quarter of section 14, a dark shale is seen which 
contajns some clay ironstone concretions of large size, from two 
to three feet in diameter. In one of these the upper side con-
sisted o~ a layer of 'cone-in-cone while the body was made up 0If 
a mass of small spherical concretions of the size of large shot 
and of a radiate structure. Imbedded in this mass lay some kid-
ney-shaped concretions of black calcareous material containing 
fragments of brachiopods. Near the center of section 13 the 
north bank of the creek exposes eight feet of a dark laminated 
. shale in which there are several bands of clay ironstone, some con-
taining a Seminula and Lingula mytiloides. Not far from this, 
on the south bank of the creek, a pile of shale and an abandoned 
pit indicate the site of an old coal bank. In sections 27 and 35 
some explorations by deep · wells show that the Coal Measures 
are absent and that the drift rests on the Saint Louis limestone. 
Cedar Township.-Most of this township is no doubt underlain 
by the Coal Measures, although they have been subjected to quite 
extensive erosion. On Crow creek, in the central sectio11s the 
drift extends below the bed of the stream as far down as to the 
southwest of the center of section 27, below the wagon bridge, 
where the creek cuts into three or four feet of dark shale in the 
left hank. This shale contains considerable pyrites and also 
numerous crystals of selenite, some of which measured four 
inches in length. 
Going up Cedar creek fifteen feet of dark shale is seen in the 
south bank at the south end of the loop which it makes to the 
south in the east part of section 35. A band of kidney-shaped 
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, concl'etions· lie at a ,level a· few feet above the ·base of this bank. 
In -the bed of· the ereek and under the shale .there is a dark, and 
in"places:.black, coarse sandstone, .. which is charged -with minute 
··grains of ppites, that apparently had been deposited by infiltra-
tion. Some of the sandstone has a calcareous cement of similar 
origin, and also contains fragments of the Saint Louis limestone. 
This is no doubt the basal ledge of the Coal Measures resting 
directly on the Saint Louis limestone. A little south of the cen-
ter of the northeast quarter of section 35 the east ,bank of the 
creek consists of Coal Measure shales and sandstone for a dis-
tance of twenty rods . . The section is as follows: 
• VIll, SEGTI0N IN>'l'HE" L.EFT·,B-ANK OF CEDAR CREEK NEAR. THE CE~'TER OF 
THE NE. '~ OF SEC. 3S CEDAR TOWNSHIP. 
• FEET. 
5. Black shale, slightly calcareous and fossil-bear-
~ ing ilt the, ba.se .. .... ... . .. . , ...... '... ... . .. . 8 
,4. A layer of calcareous clay ironstone concre-
tions. These concretions vary in size from 
.. two _ .. inches ,_ to . _·nearly two feet 
in longest ctiameter. The· smaller ones 
. were . found to have a cOre of calcite 
r • and zinc< blende. while.-most af· the larger ones 
. were .checked internally by numerous shrink-
age cracks. running :vertically and, filled by 
'the. same ,minerals . .. ... . ..... . . ..... . .. ... ' .. % 
3 .. ,.Black shale, laminated and .fissile below, and 
'-. containing in., the uppermost ten .inches soev-
,,,,; eral, .f,ossils such as Productus semireticu· 
latus Martin., P, longispinus .Sow., P . . nanus 
M. & W., P. cora D'Orbigny, Spirifer camera-
'. cus • Morton, Ohoncte~, sp., · S,eminula ·argentea, 
and . quite an abundance of a 'simple cya-
thopylloid coral mea au,ring. about . one and a 
,half inches in ,length. In the lower part there 
• ar.e ~l1umerous . concretionary cakes of iron 
pyrites. measuring some two inches in diam-
eter with a thickness of about a half an 
inch . .......... .. . .. ... ..... ... ..... .. : ...... 8 
2. Fire clay .... .............. '.......... ......... 4 
1.. Sandstone, which at the point ,farthest south 
_ .encrp.aches .. upOI1 and . lleplaces the , fire .ciay. 
At the southernmost end 'a six inch soeam of 
coal separates this sands'tone from the dark 
shale (No.3) above the fire clay farther 
north ........................................ 4 
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The~e beds exhibit a gentle syncline, rising rather abroptly 
at the SQuth end as much as ten feet. This attitude is probably 
not due to any flexure, but rather a feature of the original deposi-
tion, caused by the uneven surface of the underlying Saint Louis. 
A mile farther west pockets of Coal Measure shales and sandstone 
are occasionally seen at varying levels Qn the eroded surface of 
the lower formation. A dark shale like numbers 3, 4 and 5 in the 
above section, and with the same kind of conCI:etions, appears 
in a ravine on the county line near the southwest corner of sec-
tion 35. 
For most of the distance that the creek rons in section 33 its 
sou~h bank is a continuous exposure of Coal Measures in places 
resting upon a low ledge of Saint Louis limestone. Thus, near the 
east line of the section there is seen: 
IX. SECTION IN THE BA~AL PARr OF THE COAL MEASURES IN niE SOUTH BANK 
OF CEDA R CREEK NEAR THE EAST LINE OF SEC. 33. 
FEET. 
5. Dark shale, weathering to gray with some crys-
tals of selenite .. .. ........ .... ... ............ 12 
4. Black, bItuminous shale containing an abun-
dance of crystals of selenite and occasional 
cak es of fibrous "gypsum. Some crystals and 
cakes measured five inches in length ........ 1 
3. Hard, gray or grayish-brown sandstone, oc-
casionally black or greenish black from ' in-
filtration of pyrites and other materials. Im-
pressionE'. of stems of Stigmaria were noted 
on the upper surface of ' "the ledge . . ..... . . .. 2 
. Unconformity. 
2. Greenish shale with some thin and uniformly 
developed lamiDre of fine a r enaceous mate-
ria l " (not well e:.."Posed)..... .. ...... . .. ... .. . 4 
Unconformity. 
1. Brecciated limeston e of the Saint Louis stage, 
with some brecciated ·s iliceous lumps ....... 7 
The Coal Measures also. appear near the center of the east line 
of 'seeiion 32 and-in the south bank of Cedar creek in the south-
east quarter of section 29, where t.hey may be described as fol-
lows: 
j 
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X. SECTION IN fH E SOUTH B ANK OF THE CEDAR IN THE SE. l(, .OF SEC . 29. 
• FEKT . 
4. Black shale . . ... ..... ........... . ............. 10 
green, stony, arenaceous rock ........... . '... 1% 
green stony, arenaceous rock ..... . ...... 1"12 
2. · Green shale .. .. ..... . .. .... ... ... . . ... ' .' . . . . . 4 
Unconformity. 
1. Brecciated limestone of the Saint Louis group,. 3 
Numbers 2 and 3 in the above are identical with number 2 in 
. . 
the previous section, where they occur under a coarse sandstone. 
They appear again a little farther to the west, where the bluff 
shows the following succession of beds: 
Xl. 
. FEET . 
6. Yellow sandstone .... . . .. . .. ...... ....... . . ... 3 
5. YelJow shale ...... .. . ........... ............ . 3 
4. Coal of the common bituminou~ kind above, 
changing Into cannel coal below .. . ..... ... . 1V. 
3. Fire clay .... . .... . .............. . ......... . . . . 3 
2. Black shale, becoming highly carbonaceou s 
and bituminous below ..... .. . .. .. ... . ... .... 6 
1. Green shale ' extending down to the bed of 
'the cr eek ...... .. .. . .. . ..... . ....... . ..... . . 4 
Abl>ve this place the valley of the creek is very wide and the 
bed rock is not so frequently seen.. In section 19 coal has 
been mined in some shallow shafts, which are now abandoned. 
The strong mineral taste of the water. in several wells indicate 
that the Coal Measures constitute the bed rock in most of this 
region. . . , 
Black Hawk Township .-In this territory the drainage vaileys 
are shallow and the bed rock was n~t s~n anywhere . . Th'a.fthe 
Coal Measures underlie at le'ast a parto'f )his area isevid811t 
from the records of two wells. One' 9f these is. in section 6.: (See 
well No.1 in the table of well records.) It is situated on upland 
and the first 130 feet went through di-ift.' Below this there were 
thirty feet of red and black shale. The o.theLwell is in the south: 
west quarter of section 27, and situated on an upland slope. 
Here there was eighty-five feet of drift.and then shale with sand-
stone at the bottom. In the north the drift no doubt in some places 
rests on the Saint Louis, but it is probable that more than half 
of the area is covered by the later formation. 
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. Fairfidd TOW11Ship.- (Excluding the tract in Tp. 71 N., R. X 
W.) Tn the three north tiers of sections the valleys are compara- . 
tively shallow and field observations on the bed rock were con-
fined to the three south tiers. The Coal MeaSures underlie the 
greater part, if not all, of the township. All the deep wells from 
which records were secured entered either sandstone or shale 
under the drift. In the north half the thickness may average 
less than seventy-five feet, but in the south half it nvidently 
averages more than one hundred feet, possibly in places reach-
ing a depth of 150 feet. In the later region some of the wells have 
gone through several veins of coal, which disappear in short dis-
tances and vary considerably in thickness and elevation. 
The greatest exposed depth of the formation is seen in the 
north bank of the Cedar near the center of the no.rthwest quarter 
FIG. 61. Exposure of Coal Measure strata in the north bank of Cedar creek, ~ection 32, 
Fairfield township. 
of section 32, where the creek is sapping a nearly vertical em-
bankment almost forty feet high, (Fig. 61), which may be de-
scribed as below: 
I. 
1 
I 
I 
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Xl!. SECflON OF TH~ COAL MEASURES IN TH E NORTH BANK OF CEDAR 'C,REEK 
NEAR THE CENTER OF THE NW . li OF SEC:' 32. ' 
FEET' 
7. Soft arenaceous shale with alterating bands 
, of sandstone .. .......... . . . .................. 7 
6. Gray, cross-bedded and somewhat coarse sand-
stone . . ............. . . ..... . ............ .. ... ,10 
5. A wedge of gray arenaceous shale, thinning '" 
towards the west .. . . . ... ........ ..... . .. . .... 3 
4. Gray sandstone, slightly cross-bedded and mi-
caceous ...... . . . . . ......... . . . . . .. .. . ....... 7 
3. CoaI., thinning to the east and running ' out to 
the west, greatest thickness.. ... . ... ......... 1% 
2. Fire clay, gray and arenaceous ... .. . .... .. ... 3 
1. Fire clay and shale (partly .. conceaIed)' : ........ 7 
One-fourth of Ii mile south of the center of secti&D "28 -ana.on .. 1 
the west side of the wagon road where this· crosses the old· railJ 
road embankment is located the clay-bank of the -Rainy Bros~ ,-
tile fa~.ory . The clay which ishaufed away .from thispit' cen- ,·· 
sists of a disintegrated Coal Measur~ shaie, which' is obtained ·by , . 
stripping, as it is covered by ,about ·fifteen feet 'of loess"and .. other ...... 
drift. The bank is at present tWenty-four feet 'high -and·the mate-' 
rial seen is 
FEET: 
7. Loess and bowlder clay . ....... . ..... . .. .. .. .. 15 
6. Coal ... :. : . . . ................... . .-....... ... .. . Yo 
5. White fire clay .... . .......... .. . ...... ;.:... . . 2 -
4. Black shale with some small .crystals- of gyp- . 
sum , ...... .. .. . .. .. .. ..... . .................. 3 
3 . • Coal .. .... ...... .......... ..................... .. 1 '. 
2. White' fire clay .. ... .. ..... : .. . ..... .... . . . . ... 4 
1. Greenisq, fine-gra ined, 'micaceous' sands<tonE\. . 1 
To the north along the creekcin this 'sectieil~similar' eXposul'e& ., 
are freq'uent and coal -has ' beew mined Ihel'e since: ther:eatty·aays- ' 
of the settlement of this · county: · Several' eld shalle; duin'pg lalre'" 
seeu along a- ravine which ' fell&ws the' seuth ~side:b.f -the :aId :r'liiJ-·· : 
road in the sQuthwest quarter of the· northwest~qua:rte-r of" section : ; 
27 and also in the 'northwest quarter of secti&n- ·28. ·The 'priEci~- -
pal coal seam occurs ' at depths varying· from,thii-ty· -1;& ·ten l:J!'eet ~.: 
. ' I 
below the bottom of the ·stream-s-ana ·is ftoin .. throo to thl'oo' anti ; 
a half feet 'in thickness. Over ·it theF~--is a · bla<lk .shale; ·lwhicli ·- ~ 
contains large s'eptaria occasionally found ·te)" (\()ntai,u-i{}ssils such 
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as P H/ductus costatus Sowerby, P. semi1oetic'Ltlatus Martin, and 
Spirifcr camemtus Morton. Miners state that some of these sep-
taria are very large and extend dOWli into the coal seam so as to 
make it necessary to go around them with the entries. Resting 
on this lower black shale there is some thirty or forty feet of 
som€what changeable shale containing thin seams of coal, fire 
day and arenaceous ma terial. On top of this there is a concre-
tionary limestone, varying f rom one to four or five feet. This 
limestone has a grayish yellow color and exhibits a brecciated 
structure, especially in bloch which have been subjected to 
weathering. On a ground surface it is seen to be cut up by an 
irregu1ar network of small fissp. res, some of which are ' too small 
to be seen' by the naked eye. There are also some vermicular, 
tubular cavities filled with crystalline calcite. It is quite com-
pact and strong and has been quarried to some extent and used 
in foundations . It is overlain by a black fissile miner's ~late, 
some weathered' lumps of which were seen to contain numerous 
specimens of Leperditia or some similar ostracod, a bone o~f 
Plettt'opty clavatus Cope (identified by Eastman), and several 
scales, teeth and spines of fishes of unknown relationship. 
In one of the wells made on section 28 it is claimed some red 
ochro was discovered in the shale. A sample, said to have come 
from this well, was examined by the writer and proved to be a 
red shale, somewhat ochreous. 'llhere may, however, have been 
som8 real ochre, as this occurs in small quantities in t.he same 
shales farther west. 
Liberty Tmurl ship. - (Including that part of Fairfield township 
coming wit.hin Tp. 71 N" R. X W .) In this region coal mining 
has been carried on for a long time at different places, though the , 
operations have never been very extensive. At present four 
"banks" are worked, chiefly during the winter season. The Coal 
Measures underlie the drift everywhere, excepting some limited 
areas in or near the bottom lands along Cedar cre~k and Lick 
creek. A little south of the center of the northeast quarter of 
sectioll 24, coal is mined by 1':>. W. Bates in a ravine at a place 
abou1 forty rods south of the river. The seam is variable in 
thicJmess, ranging from three to five feet, and lies at. nearly the 
same elevation as the .river bed. Another seam lies from fiye to 
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twelve feet above this one in the .bluffs at this plEl-ce, separated . 
from the lower vein by fire clay, shale and some sandstone. At 
an elevation of about thirty feet some coal is seen overlain by 
a blac·k miners-' slate and several feet of soft sandstone. Some 
of this coal has also been dug out by drifting into the hills. 
Several other old shafts are seen to the southwest. A ~hort 
distance to the northeast of the center of the southwest quarter 
of the section a drift is now worked by Bowen and Wilcox in the 
right bank of a creek. The coal is fout feet thick. Above it is 
. a black fissile shale about nine feet thick and then a sandstone. 
Some explorations have lately been made in this territory and the 
elevation of the coal seams has been found quite variable, chang-
ing as much as forty feet in less than a. quarter of a mile. In 
the west part of section-14 and iIi section 15 the creek again cuts 
into the Coal Measures in the south bluff. In the northeast quar-
ter of the northeast quarter of the latter section Mr. Albert Gard-
ner now operates a shaft forty feet deep, close to the river bank. 
This coal lies eighteen feet below the bed of the creek. It has 
been mined in several other places close by, this · last shaft having 
been made last year (1900). A general section of the Coal Meas-
ures l>ased upon several explorations in the region here is as 
follows: 
XIV. GENERAL SECTION OF THE .COAL MEASURES IN THE .NE. l( OF SEC. '5 
FEET. 
9. Concretionary limestone .............. . •...... 1-5 
8. . Gray shale .... . ....... . ..... ...... .... ......... 5 
7. Coal ........ •... : ~.: .. . . .. ... ..... ' .' . . . . . . . . . . .. o-~ 
6. Fire clay .... .. .. . ... . ..... .... ; ..... . .. .. :.... . 0-4 
5 Sandstone, hard, gray . ... ............ . ......... 0-5 
4 Shale ....... ... .... . ................ . : . ... : . . . . .. 30 
3. Slate ....... ....... .... .. . .. . ...... . .... . .. . ..... ·1-3 
2. Coal ........ . .... . ... . . .. .. .. ... ..... ... ... . . ... ,. 3 
1. Fire clay and shale . ... .. ..... ... ... ... ... . ..... 7 
South of the wagon bridge east of the center of the north line 
iIi the same section there rests on the · Saint Louis limestone 
-the same green shale . seen in the base of the Coal MeasureR in 
Cedar township. In the south bank the following succession was 
quite apparent·: 
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XV. SECTION IN THE SOUTH BANK OF CEDAR CREEK SOUTH OF THE WAGON 
BRIDGE IN THE NW !>( OF THE NE. ~ OF SEC. IS. . 
FEET. INCHES 
6. Black, coaly shale associated with a seam ' of 
coal wfuich was at one time mined.-... ....... . 
.s. Concealed.... . . ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
4. Choc,:llate, purple and green shale. . . .......... 3 
3. An indurated layer of greenish calcareous ma-
terial, which is a mixture of fine sand and 
limestone impregnated with pyrites. It has . 
occasional minute black fragments of fish re-
mains . The . argest of these was a conical 
tooth, fluted at base, with a fine polish, .and 
four millimeters long. Frequently the calca-
reous matrix shows -crystalline refleetions on 
vertical fractures. IIlI some place& this layer 
exhibits well formed sun-cracks .. .. .......... 8 
2. Dark green shale containing calcareous sep-
taria about an inch and a half in diameter... 6 
Unconformity, indicated by the yellow, weath- ' 
ered appearance' of the joints in the under-
lying rock. 
1. Limest.one of the Saint Louis.................. 4 
In section 3 mines have been worked in several places, .. the 
principal one having been located under the north bluff-south-
east of the wagon bridge on the Libertyville road. The old .shaft: . 
has mostly fallen in and the beds are partly concealed, but as near 
as it can~be made' out they aTe "as fonowS'-:' 
XVI. SECTION IN THE NORTH BLUFF OF CEDAR CREEK EAST OF THE WAGON 
BRIDGE IN SE'C. 3. 
Fb:ET. 
7. Gray, disintegrated shale, containing occasion-
al crystals of selenite and a seam with large 
calcareous concretions ' containing' Spi1'irer ~ 
cameratus Morton, Productu8 semi1'eticu!atus ' 
Martin, and· Seminula argentea Shepard . . . . .. 25 
6. Coal ........................................... 1 
5. Sandstone, brown ............................. 1-5 . 
4. Black sh ale ... ... ........ . ... . ......... .... .... 1 
3. Coal ................................. . ... .... .. 1 
2. Fire clay and shale . ..... ...... . . .. . . . . ... ..... 10 
1. Coal (not well exppsed, near the bed of the 
creek) ........................................ 2 
The sandstone varies in thickness within a short ·distance, as 
do also the other beds. 
1 
I 
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N~rtheast fIiQm this P9int, in secmon 2 as waH as in section 3, 
. datk IiIh~1es !&Fe, seen irn the :r3iwnes an<l [there.,are \Sevel;a;l old mine 
. dumps. 1n sect jon 1 several welis have g(!)fle mio drurk sbale at 
deptbs 'Vary-i~g firom :fifty · feet 16 a hundred feet. To the west, 
in section 5, there occurs above tbe shales and rising to some bun-
dred feet .a~Vie the bed of .the, creek, a g.rayisb. Yiellow.and soft 
sandstone. It appears in some of the raVines. West of the cen- . 
t~r of · tbe -secti.on it is .somewhat fine-grainoo; ' :v:ery micaceous 
and in one pl~,-overlaln diTeCtly' !by 100ss. . . 
On Lick creek coal has 'been hi-ken .out 'for ma~y years in tbe 
southeast quarnter .()f section .39. MlJ". A. J. Zimmerman is now 
operating a mine on ,tbe i3@utheast f>orty acI'es itn this quarter. 
Tbe coal isthr'ee feet tbick and Hes twenty feet 'below the creek 
valley. Tbe roof consists of a ca1careo\lS and fossiliferOus sbale. 
:TW.ellty feet above tbis tbere is a coarse and micaceous sandston~. 
Several. shafts bave also been worked on the northeast quarter 
of section "31. In the left bank of the creek .on tbe south line of 
section 32 a black sbale is exposed, wbicb contains a thin indurated 
layer one side of wbicb was covered with imprints of Aviculo-
pecten occidentalis Sbumard, filled witb brigbt yellow iron py-
ri~s. A sbort distance up the creek a sandstone ledge is seen in 
tbe west bluff about fifty feet above tbe bottom. 
Polk Township.-Thirty feet of dark sbale was penetrated in 
a well in s~on 2. In some otber wells in section 33 and 32 dark 
sbale and coal bave been found. In stin -others a limestone bas 
. been found under the drift. . Tbe greater part of the township 
is ~ppa:rently covered by the Coal Measures, wbicb bave perbaps 
been ea-rried away from most of the territory along tbe nortbern 
border. The average tbickness of the formation is probably 
less than twenty-five feet, but near tbe soutb line it must be con-
siderably above this average. 
Loc1tst Grove Township.-Nowbere in tbis . townsbip ' is tbe 
Saint. Louis exposed. Tbe .coal Measures underlie the drift 
everywbere, as far as known. In two wells tbey bave been ex· 
plored to a ' depth of eigbty feet below tbe base of the drift and 
in one to about one bundred feet, and bave been found to consIst 
mostly of sbale witb some sandstone and coal. 
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Along Competine creek shales with occasional seams of coal 
and of limestone appear in several places, and some coal has been 
mined at times, as in the southeast quarter of section 21. Near 
the center of this quarter there is seen in the left bank c f the 
, creek: ' . 
XVII. SECTION IN THE WEST BANK OF COMPETINE CREEK, SEC 21. 
FEET. 
5. Black slate ........ .. .. . ..... . ... ... .. ... .. ... . . 1 
4. Greenrish, sandy ffuale, in places dark, and with 
septarian nodules .. . .... .. . ........... .... ... 15 
3. Sandstone, greenish, micaceous, calcareous, and 
shaly, with structures resembling po,orly de-
fined fucoids .. .. . ....... . .... . ..... .. .... .. %-1 
2. Sandy, green shales.... ..... .. ..... . .. . . .. . ... 8-10 
1. Brecciated concretionary limestone ........... ,.. 3 
ThE' limestone which lies in the bed of the stream at this place 
appears at intervals for a mile farther up the creek and a half 
a mile farther down. Above it are dark and sometimes black 
and coaly shales. In the south bank of Cedar creek in the south-
east quarter of section 28, some very compact blocks of this lime-
stone are seen and it' has evidently been quarried. It is here 
nearly two feet thick and contains occasional small crevices filled 
with dark zinc blende. Where it has been llubject to weathering 
it is seen in a hand specimen to be composed of a purplish matrix 
in which lie as if imbedded angular fragments of more compact 
limestone measuring from one-twentieth to one-half inch in diam 
eter. The contours of these fragments are sharply marked. The 
rock was otherwise perfectly compact, lacking any semblance of 
weak fracture planes along the surface of the fragments, break-
ing across the fragments and the matrix with equal facility. An-
other specimen 'showing no weathering did not exhibit such a 
plainly brecciated structure, but appeared as if made of well de-
fined lump~ kneaded together in a broken matrix. Numerous small 
and fragmentary brachiopod shells were. imbedded. On top of this ' 
ledge farther up the stream was a black, highly bituminous and fis-
sile shale, and this in turn was overlain by a more greenish shale 
in which there are some spherical, tough septaria of green color 
which have internal fissures filled with calcite and which con-
sist of carbonate of iron and are occasionally replaced by lumps 
of almost pure red ochre. 
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In a ravine on the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter 
of section 25, Mr. George Stever has a stone quarry in some ledges 
of sandstone. Several outcrops III the hills at this place show 
the following succession: 
XVIII. SECTION IN A RAVINE IN THE NW. U OF THE NW. J.< OF SEC 25. 
FEET. 
4. Sandstone, micaceous, yellowish gray, more or 
less disintegrated ..... .......... .. . . . ....... . 20 
3. Sandstone, gray, coarse, hard and micaceous, 
in heavy ledges, containing occasional balls 
of clay from one to five inches in diameter. 
A . sample of the quarry rock consisted of 
mainly dear quartz grains, imbedded in a 
copious> calcareous matrix. There was also 
some mica, 'a few calcareous grains, s~me 
magnetite (?), and some green quartz. The 
quartz grains were angular and measured 
mostly from one-eighth to one-half millimeters 
in diamet er, many showing crystal fa~es due t o 
secon dary enlargement ... . . .. .•. . . . .. ........ 5 
2. Cross-bedded, yellowish-gray, micaceous, dIsIn-
tegrated sandstone . ..... . . . . .. . . : .. . . .. ... ... 8 
1. Laminated sandy shale, mixed with black car-
bonaceous material ... . .. . ... ; . ... . .. . ...... 1 
COllsiderabl~ rock of a similar character has been quarried in 
some ravines east of the center of section 25. In one of these 
ravines beds of considerable depth were noted as follows: 
X 'x. SECTION E AST OF THE CENTER OF SEC. 25. 
I!'E)f.T • 
. 4. Coarse, gray, micaceous sandston.e with a cal-
careous matrix ... . ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
3. .Same as above, but softer , and in one ledge. . . . 8 
2. 'Sandstone, more thinly bedded, interlaminated 
with shale, and ha~ing imprints of s'tems of 
trees....... . .. ..... . .. . . ... . .... . .. ... ..... . 4 
1. Cross-bedded, blue and coarse micaceous shale 10 
The top of this sandstone must rise not far from a hundred 
feet above Cedar creek. The finershaly beds beneath it have 
been excavated for filling a deep railroad embankment east of 
Krum. At this place they were , quite disintegrated and soft. 
This sandy phase of the Coal Measures reappears on the south 
side of the valley and has furnished small quantities of stone in 
Rocky run in section 3. 
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Des Moines Township.-Excepting a small area on Lick creek 
in section 25 this whole township is unlilerlain by Coal Measure 
rocks. ' The sandstone noted in the south part of Locust Gl'ove 
township appears in sections 5 and 8 and has been quarried in 
some places, furnishing a fair rock for foundations. One ledge 
was seen to be unusually coarse-grained. Most of the stone is in 
thin beds, in ledges f\l"(!)m f(!)ur to eight inches. :rn the valley of 
Black creek coal has been mined for many years in different 
places. One mine now running is own'ed by Caves Bros. and 
located about twenty rods south of the center. 'of the north line . 
of section 30. The mine is shallow, less than twenty feet deep, 
but thE' seam of the coal is fully four fe~t thick. In some 'lumps 
of the roof shale Lingula mytil@ides was observed, and also im-
pressions of some Lepidodendron. In the south bank of the 
creek the following strata appear: 
XX, SECTION IN THE SOUTH B~NK OF BLACK CREEK NEAR THE CENTER OF THE 
SW, ~ O~ THE NW, ,~ OF SEC 30 
FEET, 
3. Fossiliferous, bluish black limestone containing 
a large Seminu!a argentea Schl., Spirifer opi· 
mus Hall, a Derbya, some bryozoa, and many 
joints of crinoid stems, some of which were 
very large .. .. . .. . ... . ..................... . . 1 
2. Gray shale with occasional concretions .. . . ~ . 6 
1. Shale, black, 'and changing to coal below...... 4 
Tho limestone appears again in the same place farther down 
the creek. It is there cut "b'y straight and vertical joints into 
large rhomboidal blocks and in places it has imbedded grains of 
coarse sand, together with fossils. It also exhibits lenticular 
thickenings, as if composed of concretions which ihave become 
continuous with their edges, and contains some peculiaI' flow 
structures which resemble the fucoids known as Spirophyton 
cauda-gaUi Hall. It is evident that ,the Ooal Measures have a 
greater thickness in this region than anywhere else in the county 
and that thel'e are two or three veins of coal, one of which is quite 
extensive and ranges up to five feet in thiclrness. Among other 
places where this has recently been mined is on the 'southwest 
quarter of the northwest quarter of section ,32 (Frank Cloke's 
bank), on the northwest quarter of Jhe southeast ~ua:vter of sec-
tion 20 (Wm. Gonterman's bank), and on the northwest quarter 
'J 
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of the southwest quarter of section 29 (James . Gonterman's bank). 
In a · ravine c.rossed by the wagon road going east and west 
through the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of sec-
tion 28, and on the north side of this road the following strata 
were seen: 
XXI. 
FEET • 
5. Drift •• •• ...•••....... 15 
4. A seam of calcareous· septaria ............... 1% 
3. Gray, light shale or marl w.ith many fossils 
such as BeZlerophon carbonaria Cox, Ohon-
etes mesolobus N. and P ., D erbya crassa 
Meek and Hdn., Ple!tromaria conoformis 
Worthen, Productus muricatus N. and P., and 
P. semireticulatus Martin ........... . .. .. .. 5 
2. Black soandstone filled with imprints of leaves. 11;' 
1. Coal and fire clay ...... . . .. .. .................. 1 
The top of this exposure lies at an elevation of at least eighty 
feet ,! bove the bed of Black creek to the southwest. As the Coal 
Measures are known to extend to some depth below the bed, they 
must have a con.siderable development in the region. The aver-
age thickness for the township will probably not fall much be-
lo~ a hundred feet. Nor is there any doubt that productive seams 
of coal have a greater extent than the pres~nt explorations show. 
Thickness of the Des Moines.-On the basis of the field obser-
vations as well as of the well recol"ds, approximate estimates can 
be made as to the thickness of the Coal Measures in the several 
towns-hips. It will be seen that they average less than forty feet 
for the entire county and that they are heaviest in the southwest-
ern townships: 
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PLAT OF ESTIMATED AVERAGE THICKNESS OF THE DES MOINES IN THE SEVERAL 
TOWNSHIPS OF jEFFEl<.SON COUNTY (IN FEET .) 
Polk mack Ha'wk Penn Walnut 
20 15 30 10 
Locust Grove Fairfield Buchanan Lockri~ge 
80 75 20 40 
Des Moines Liberty Cedar Round Prairie 
50 50 20 20 
It should be remembered that the figures given are estimates 
and that since both the upper and the lower limits of the fomia-
tion conform to ancient erosion contours there are apt to be great 
local variations in its 'development. It is believed that the maxi-
mum development of the formation will not exceed three times 
the figures given, while at the same time it is known that except-
ing Ji'airfield and Locust Grove townships, the minimum limit is 
zero; that is, the Coal Measures have been entirely removed at 
some point in nearly all th~ townships. 
In the main the Coal Measures consist of shales and sandstones. 
With these are associated some seams of limestone, coal and fire 
clay. All of these rocks vary greatly in appearance and run into 
each other by all possible gradations. The shales may be sandy, 
calcareous, or coaly; the sandstones may be shaly, calcareous or 
carbonaceous; and the limestones are occasionally sandy, quite 
often bituminous, and sometimes shaly. Representing as they 
do the first sediments in an advancing sea, such changes are' 
quite natural. The very base which rests on the Saint Louis 
limestone is most variable. Probably in the greater number of • 
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cases this consists of sandstone. In many instances it is a shale, 
and sometimes it is coal and fire clay. As compared with other 
regions it may be said that there is an absence of coarse materials 
in the base of the Coal Measures here. Earlier observers have 
noted the fact that separate beds run out in short distances in 
this :region. No single seam of coal has been worked over any 
exteneive regiop. and it may be questioned if any identical seam 
has been traced for a distance of more than three miles. Never-
theless, there are indications that there may be discontinuous oc-
currences of beds of identical appearance and contemporaneous 
. deposition in different places. This may be accounted for by sup-
posing a considerable irregularity of the ancient shore line, allow-
ing the making of synchronously similar as well as dissimilar 
deposits. The writel' believes that the coal mined by Caves 
Bros. in section 30 of Des Moines township, is to be correlated 
with that mined by Mr. Smith in section 27 in Lockridge town-
ship, and at the same time it is quite evident that this seam has 
never been continuous between the tWo places. There can· be nv 
doubt that the limestone quarried in the northeast quarter of sec-
tion 28 in Fairfield. township is to be correlated with that occur-
riIU!: in the south bank of Cedar creek in the northeast quarter 
of section 28 in Locust Grove township, while to all appearances 
the two areas of this limestone are separated by ~ intervening 
arenaceous phase of the formation. The same limestone occurs 
again some six miles northwest of Eldon, in Wapello county. As 
an instance of similar import may also be mentioned the recur-
rence at distant places of a cannel coal at elevations of from twen-
ty-five to fifty feet from the base of the. Coal Measures. This 
is always associated with some bituminous coal of the usual kind. 
There also recurs at about the same horizon a sandy, shaly and 
coaly limestone, which contains imprints of a structure resembling 
Spirophyton cauda-galli. The writer has observed this rock in 
the base of the Coal Measures at several places both in Illinois 
and Iowa, and has noted that it frequently runs out and is 1'0-
place<! in a horizontaJ direction by entirely different rocks. 
Like most old sedimentary rocks this formation has acquired 
some secondary characteristics, chiefly through transportation 
and replacement of some minerals by the ground water. It is 
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thus found that the grains in the sandstones in the lower part of 
the formation h~ve been increased in size by secondary enlarge-
ment, and instead of being rounded usually show small crystalline 
faces which may glitter in the sunlight. This increases the rough-
ness and grittiness of the rock, which is a constant and charac-
teristic feature of the basal sandstone, and serves to distinguish 
it from the underlying sandstones of the Springvale beds. An 
occa.'lional feature of the lowest one or two feet of the basal sand-
stone, .and which has been noted only when this rests on limestone, 
i!3 that it has had its interstices filled with iron pyrites. This . 
gives it a black, dark gray or greenish gray color. In the snales 
we find that the segregation of a few minerals has resuited in 
the growth of crystals or concretions of various kinds. Gypsum 
crystals are quite frequent, v~rying from sizes that are barely 
visible to crystals five inches long. Calcareous layers have fre-
quently gathered into concretions. In the same basin the concre-
tions of the same seam are apt to exhibit quite constant charac-
ters as regards size, shape or internal structure. The most com-
m{)n mineral in these concretions is carbonate of lime with a 
greater or less admixture of carbonate of iron. Quite frequently 
these concretions are cut up by shrinkage cracks, which have 
been filled by crystalline calcite or else by sphalerite. In blue or 
greenish shales, which are rich in ferruginous materials, the 
concretions usually consist of a stony siderite, which on weather-
ing turns into red ochre. Lumps of almost pure red ochre of 
this kind were noticed in a green shale in the banks of the Cedar 
creek in section 28 in Locust Grove township. 
r 
THE DES MOIN·ES. 
Pla"ts-
Gymnosperms (8ilicified wood, tracheids), " 
Lepidodendron acoleatum Sternb.... . . .. . "f' 
Lepidodendron diltaos Lesq .. .. . ........ .. . t 
LepidodendroD, sp. .. ....... . . . . .. .. .• . ... .. . 
L.e~idophyl1um (spores) ...... •..... . . . ... . t 
SI~l1JPrta leotoderma Lelq . . ... 0.. ..... . .. .. t 
Splrophylon(l) . .......•. •...•. . .. . ... . ...... 
StigmarIa, sp.... ... . .. . . •••• •. •... . . . .. . ... . . 
Animals-
Cyathophylloids .. ... •. ... . ... . .... .. . . . 
Crinoids tstems) ...... ... . •. .. . ••.. •. •••• .. . . . 
Br .Qzoa •• . • ... ... .• •. •. ••. .•. .•• ... .... , _ 
Brachiopods .... . . .0 •••••••• • •••• • •••••• •• • •• 
Chonetes mesolobus N. & P .....• ••• .. • .. . .. 
Chonetes, sp. .. . ... .. . . . .... . . . . . ... .. . . . .. . 
Derbya erassa M. & H . .. ... .. .... . •.. . ... . . . 
E,'i::~J~ u:bon~i~ 'C~~~: ~ :: : : : : ... :::' .. ::: ::~ "t' 
Pr ,uetus cora ):Orbigny . . •.••••. . ...... .• . 
Productl18 costatus . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... 0 •• • 
Productus longispinu8 Sew. 0.0 • •• •• 0.0 • • ••• 0 • • 
P.roductu8 muricatus N. & P... . ... . .. . . . . 
Productus nanus M. & W.... .. ........ 0 . 
Productus semireticulatus Martin ....... .. . .. 
PU2D8X rockymontana Marcou ... •• _. 
Pugnax uta Marcou ...... . .... .. . 0 o. 
Seminula argentea . .. . .••• 0 ...... .. . .. . . 
Seminula, sp . 0 o . o. •• • • • •• • •••••• 
. Spiri.er cameratu! Morton . ... .. 
Spirifer opimus Hall .. . . . : .... . .... ... .. . 
Lamellibranchs.. . ..... . ........ . 
Clinopistba radiatR Hall (I) ... . . ... . . •••. 
Scbizolfua 'alpino Hall (I) .... •. ..•. • •••• . •.• . 
A vicuiopecten occidentalis .. . . ... • . .. 
Gasteropods . . .. •. •• •• ' " .•••. •...•.•••..•. 
BCllerophon carbonaria Cox . . . ... •. 
Orbicuioidea missQuriensis Schumard . .. ... • 
Pleurotomaria conformis W . .. .. .... ..... . 
Pleurotomaria iJJinoisensis W 0... ...... . .. 
PleuTotomaria, sp . . . •. 0. .. . ... .. . .. . ..... . 
Straparollus p~rnodosus M. & W ••..•...•.... 
Cephaloeods .. ...... . .. ... . . ..... •..... . 
Nautilus, sp . . ......... 0. .. ... ...... .. 
Orthoeeras rushensis McCbesney (/) ..... . .. . 
Arthropoda .. . ..... . . . .... .• •. •• . . .. . .....•... 
Leperditia, sp ...... . .. ... ........ . ...... . .. . 
t 
V t' rtebrates .. . .. . . 0... . .. .. .. o . o ... 0... .. .... ... . ... 
Teeth of fisbes.. . .. . .... . . . ..... .•... . . . . . . . . . .. . . t 
Pleuroptyx c1avatul Cope (/) . .•• • .. ... .. . ...... .. .. . . 
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Correlations.-It is in every way apparent that the deposits 
containing the coal make up the base of the Coal Measures. Sandy 
members in this complex, and also the black shale associated 
With the coal seams, contain fossil plants Of various kinds. 
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Higher up and in the calcareous seams these give place to brach-
iopod~ and mollusks, indicating a change to a more open sea. 
Chester Shales.-With the Coal Measures there ' have been 
described in the foregoing some green shales that rest on the 
Saint Louis and come in below a stigmaria-bearing sandstone 
at one place and below a black shale at another, on Cedar creek. 
Concerning these shales the writer is in doubt whether they are 
to be referred to the Coal Measures or not. The evidence as to 
where they really belong is not conclusive. They have already 
been sufficiently described, being number 2 in section IX, num- . 
bel's ~ and 3 in section X, numbers 1 and 2 in section XI, and 
numbers 2, 3 and 4 in section XV, ranging, as will be noticed, 
from about four to ten feet in thickness. They exhibit a uni-
formity of development which is unlike anything that we are 
accustomed to find in the Coal Measures. Though the different 
points at which these beds OCCllr are fully six miles apart, a thin 
seam of more indurated calcareous and arenaceous material ap-
parently maintains itself in all the exposures, for it may be seen 
at an elevation of about five feet from the base of the shales at 
each place where this level comes into view. The only fossils 
found belong to this seam and consist of small fragments of fish 
teeth and scales. It was also seen to bear the marks of sun-cracks 
in one place. In all of these respects it is unlike the shales of the 
Des Moines. The whole deposit also has a deeper bluish green 
color than the latter. An unconformity is indicated with the 
deposits above, but the exposures are unsatisfactory, and it may 
be an unconformity in the bedding, entirely local and of no sig-
nificance. Lying between the Saint Louis, with which they are 
plainly unconformable, and the Des Moines, these shales occupy 
the horizon of the Chester formation known a hundred miles 
farther south. This formation consists largely of green shales 
in its northernmost extension. Possibly there was a local sub-
mergence here somewhat preceding the submergence which 
brought the Des Moines, and this may have been coincident with ~ 
a part of the time represented by the Chester deposit farther 
south. The question must be left undecided at present, and local 
students of the Coal Measures might profitably attempt a more 
satisfactory solution of the problem of the equivalence of these 
beds. 
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EROSION INTERV.\L. 
After the Coal Measures were depQSited the bottom of the Car-
boniferous sea was elevated and the new land was subjected to 
general erosion, at least during the Triassic and J urassic period~, 
and during the Tertiary age. If a ~ubmergence occurred in the 
Cretaceous time, the deposits of the Cretaceous sea were all re-
moved afterward during the Tertiary age, when this region was 
doubtless above water. At the end of the Tertiary the land was 
in the main such as it would appear today, if the drift were re-
.moved. Some of the largest of t)J.e present drainage lines were 
already marked out, for the bed rock is still seen to r~se in their 
sides under the drift. Possibly some of their present tributaries 
were also in existence at that time. The deep drift in the basin 
of Crow creek suggests its preglacial existence. Compared with 
regions lying nearer to the great rivers of the interior the pre-
glacial tOpography of this county is less diversilied. No deep 
buried channels have been found. The greatest vertical differ-
en~ in the elevation of the bed rock as observed in twenty-seven 
wells is 110 feet. Apparently the old Tertiary plain had no 
greater relief than the surface of the present land. A table of 
these wells, with records of the materials in each case, is inserted 
here. 
WELL RECORDS IN JEFFERSON COUNTY. 
Bla&k Hawk Township . 
z . ~~~ 0" 
-" 
"" 
-"0 :i NO. OWNBR AND LOCATION. SITUATION. <u .. MATERIALS PENETRATBD . <0'-> .. >"0 
Sec. 6. I IT. A. Webb, Nw. J(IUP!and. 
• ----, S ... J( Slope. Sec. 27. 
Sec , "7 . 31.r H Clover, Sw . J(IUPJand. 
.. 
::lo .. ...... 
.. 0 ~o~ 
1
8001'60 /Loes. and r .lI~" bowlder clay. 60 11';1 670 dark bowlder clay, 70 ft .; red ahalf', 
10 ft. i some black sbale. 
760 ,6, Yellow bowldf clay, \0 ft.; dark 675 bowlder cia with inclusioDS of 
brown saDd, 3S ft.: below this there 
was sbal. and then 4 ft . of sand 
rock at bottom. 
Bu&hanan Township. 
1 7~0 1'86IYenow and bluish loess aDd gumbO'/594 2S ft.; red bowlder clay aDd gavel, 20 ft, i dark bowlder clay to bottom 
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Buchanan Tow nJhij- Conti.nued. 
"',; zrz:~ "9~ 80u 
" .. 0 ~u .: NO. OWNER AND LOCATION. SITUATION. .. MATE~IALS PENETRATED . <0 " > .. 
4 J. P . Manatry, Sw. 
Sec. 35 . 
cor. Upland. 
5 E. .McCleary, 
Sec. I . 
Nw. ... Upland. 
6 F J. Shearer, Nw. Ji of 
Sw. ~, Sec. 14. 
Upland. 
7 J. F . Seahill, 
teT, Sec. 17 . 
near cen- Upland. 
8 1G. W. Ball. !lear center lUPland. 
of Sw. ,. Sec. 19. 
91Rainy Bro'. Tile Fac'luPland. 
tory, Fairfield. 
10 C. W. Wbltam, Ne . 
of Se. l(, Sec. 28 . 
,. Upland. 
II A. Freshwater, Sw. l( Uoland. 
Sec. 2l 
12 J. B. Steever, Se. l(IUpland . 
Sec. 28. 
I 
l:i ID W Manning , Se. Ji luPland. Sec. 31. 
.. >"'" ::J o .. i "' .... .. 
'" 
':O r:Q 
775 240 Drift , 129 ft .; limestone, 30 ft . ; bastard 
rock and sandstone. 51 ft . ; lime· 
ston~, soft and bluish in the lower 
part, 30 ft. 
646 
Des Moines Tow nship, 
7(0 230 Sad~rk bO;~fde:~I~~,; 4~eN°iii;~~t~~~~ 6q6 
2 ft . i • 'dark material" (probaoly 
shale) , 32 ft. : limeslone, 41t. i ~ritty 
shale, 20 It i yellow arenaceous rock , 
loS ft . i water salty. 
Fairfield Township. 
785 
7So 
165 Loess, loft .; " joint clay" or g umbo, 645 . 
b~~lj::~l~~~~~i. ~ 1!tit~O !b~l~,a~~ 
It. i some arenaceous material below 
th is. 
145 L~:~~ a~~Jei~~':e?,O~~dft ;c~a1r'k 6bo~'I~ 670 
der clay, 40 ft. i sandstone in bot-
tom; water with a mineral taste, 
1861D' ift. Q, ft ; sandstone, some "d ~rkI 685 
rock." and some arenaceous matenal, 
with some coal and black shale,91 ft. 
I 
775 1 170 lone foot of coal in tbe lower part ofl 630 
the well. 
750 230 Drift. 120 ft. ; black sbale, fire clay 
and several Imall sea ms of coal 
alternating , 45 ft i coal " 6 ft. " ; 
alternatioDs of sbale, sand rock aDd 
fire cJa y, with dark sandstooe be-
low, 59ft. 
750 227 Drilt , 120 it.; shale, fire clay, soft 630 
sandstone and email coal seams . 46 
ft.; thicker seRm of coal, some 4 ft. ; 
. ~~:ie, ~8alt ;s~:~d's tZn!~'~2 ft~(St::~ 
ments as to this record contradict-
ory.) 
750 185 Drift , 80 ft.; shale and fire clay. with 
thin seams of coal, So ft .; sandstone, 
20 rt .: seam of coal, 4 ( ?) ft . i li me 
stone in bottom of wei)' 
670 
1
750 1 ·00 I Drift about 100 ft . ; dark pyritiferousl650 
sandstoo e, 20 ft . i common sand-
stone, 80 ft. 
W,E:LL .REOORDS. 
NO . OWNER AIIID LOCATION SITUATIOlf . 
. . 
14 L. Howard, ~ mi. S. 01 Upland 
center N. line Sec. I. slope . 
LilJerly To'WnsJrip • 
750 
.MAT.aIAn! ,.pBNETRATED. 
Four wells Irom 185 to 200 leet deep. 
R.eports~a8tto Ica·ture of s~rata -very 
.contradictory. prohable nature o ' 
,g,t.o.und as tollow.s: DnU,.us Jt._i 
. 'quartz rock" (= siciceous sand-
stone ? 1.60 1t .. i otber sanditone, 8 
ft. Lower paf.t .of well .said to coo-
sis! 01 alternating drrk 'Bnd light )aytrs of bard rock, giving some 
high- and some Jow assays of gold, 
sH.ver and copper. 
Locust Grove Towns"ip . 
IS T. Z . Gillett, Sw. l( Upland. 
Sec . 3. 
I6IJ . O. Baird,Se. ~ Sec,'-luPland. 
1711'. W . Gobble, N.e. 14IUPI&Dd Sec. 5. slope . 
18 L. A. PattersoD, Ne . Upland. 
corner Sec . 10. 
19 T. W. Hill, Sec . 3', Creek b'ot-
near depot at BatavIa. tom. 
-I" ~.'" ".w ,"" , Upland. 
780 .18 LoeBs and yellow bowlder clay, 60 It. ; 
dark bowlder clay, 80 It. ; black 
aha 'e, with much pyrites, 40 ft. i 
bluish black. carbonaceous material , 
8 ft.;~aaudstoDet sbale.and fir:e .ela.y I 
30 It. 
1 
780 I 200 lor.ilt' I~O ft.; coal in lower 50 feet 011 
. well. 
1
·740 I' "88I.YellO~ drift, ' 30 ft; duk bOWlderl 
clay, 60 It ; gravel, 18 It.; black 
shale, 80 It. 
750 160 L~~"!ld:~ ~l.~.g~om~(~; d~r~\l!\~e~ 
clay, 60 ft. i sandstone, mostly fine 
but somewhat coarser below, 40 ft. 
700 200 Some gravel at about 60 leet below 
surface. Thirty inches of c"Oal at 
II5 feet below surface. A hard 
sandstone in the bottom. 
Penn Towns"ip. 
760 130 Loess ODd yeUow bowlder clay, 60 It ; 
~~':'.;;. ~:~tb~r~! ~~~~d~{ :!fl~ 1;"::-
stone with some sand, 30 ft . 
421 
635 
640 
640 
630 
635 . 
66, 
211M . Polus, Nw . ~ :;ec. !UPland. 
24. 
I 
730 1'06ILoess and yellow clay, 50 It./· darkl 704(1) bowlder clay, 53 It. ; gravel, 3 t. 
Sec. 2. . land. 201·L. K . Wall~(e, Sw. cor ' loraw in 
23 Geo. E. Estes, ·W. 
Sec . 16. 
~ Upland. 
Polk Township. 
UP'-18~O 1 300 lorift and loo.e clay, 160 ft.: darkl Shale, 30 ft . i limestone with chert, 
no It. 
810 186 Limestone with Bome chert at 104 ft.: 
sandstone at 144 ft., contintiiag 
with chana-es 01 texture and hard-
nen to 1186 ft. II N.o shale or .coal." 
700(:) 
r 
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Polk Township- Continued. 
~~ .. 0 
-'" :C 1= .. " NO. OWNBR AND LOCArION. SITUA'IION. <u .. MATER IALS PBNaTRAIBD. < 
> .. .. > 
eJO .. .. 
c:l ... .. .. 
2.1 r . R. Smith, Se. ~ sec ·IUPland. 1 780 I 7910ark drift from 10 10 75 'feel belowl 705 
20. . I surface; sbale aboul 3 ft. 
2s1A. T . Downey. W. ~ luPland. 1760 I 7slorifl, 70 ft. ; sbale and c.oal in bOI'16CJo ~"b\'niJ~n~iu.t E. of tom. · 
__ L-__________ 2_ ____ ~ __ 2_ __ 
Round Prairie TownJhip. 
25 -----·-,Se. ){ Sec. Upland . 
.8. 
'7 Ie. Scbaffer, E. ~ sec·IUPland. 26 . 
246 Yellow clay. ,0 ft .; dark clay, SO ft . ; 640 
DOt k(lQWD, 12 ft . i limestone ,98 It. ; 
cbert I 8 in! he~i 2 it shale and other 
:~~r~~~klS~i\'& 'b~ii~d~le~~~d' ~~e 
teriai, JI .0 ft . 
Walnut Township. 
72) 1 240 lorift, 60 ft ; " rock and shale," ,80 11';1660 bard rock, (= limestone ?) in bot-
tom. 
\ 
The Pleistocene. 
Subsequent to the Tertiary age extensive glaciers invaded 
this region from 'the north and laid down sheets of bowlder clay 
which now cover most of the north central states. With the 
overlying loess and associated gravels and sand this bowlder 
clay is commonly called the drift. In Jefferson county the aver-
age thickness of the drift is 115 feet, including the loess and the 
bowlder clay and disregarding local reduction by subsequent 
erosion. It exceeds this depth in Buchanan and Cedar townships 
and falls below it in Walnut and Des Moines townships. 
Associated Gravels.-In the eastern part of the county a few 
places were noted where gravels and sands rest on the bed rock 
and are covered by bowlder clay. The most extensive exposure 
of this kind is at the southwest corner of section 1, Walnut town-
ship, in the south bank of a ravine, which is fed by a number of 
springs that issue from the gravel at intervals for a distance of 
some thirty rods. The deposit is fully twenty feet thick and lies 
at an elevation of about 100 feet above Skunk river. To the west 
it is covered by bowlder clay and for a mile in this direction 
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there are wells in which the water comes from the same gravel, and 
has a strong mineral taste. The deposit is highly ferruginous and 
almost ochreous, brownish yellow in color, and in places cemented 
into a soft stone. The lower part is a gravel, but the upper fif-
teen feet is an evenly bedded, laminated sand of variable tex-
ture, with here and there silty seams. Deposits like this, but 
more silty, were noted in the base of the drift at two other local-
ities in this region; on the wagon road at a shallow draw near 
the center of the west line of the northwest quarter of f;lection 12 
in Walnut township and at tlie base of the bluff in the wagon 
road which leads down to the ford across Skunk river in the east' 
half of the southeast quar1ier of section 11 in Lockridge town-
s~ip. ' ~ome indurated browri gravel or sand was again noted in 
the south bank of ~ ravine above the wagon bridge near the 
southeast corner of section 24 in Round Grove township. The 
section , at this place was as follows: 
FEET. 
4, Bowlder clay [interbedded with number 3?] .... 
3. Yellow, quite evenly bedded sand and gravel. . . . 5 
2. Brown sandstone" hard enough to be used for 
building stone . ,....... .................... 1% 
1. Slightly indurated brown sand and gravel. ... .. 4 
The same gravel occurs in the two next streams which cross 
the east boundary of the county to the south of this place, and 
it was also noticed, resting on th~ bed rock, in two ravines run-
ning into Cedarcreek in the southwest quarter of section 35. 
'1.'h8 ,age of this gravel is problematical. Judging from its 
position it may be of preglacial or Tertiary age., But it can as 
well be glacial. In favor of the latter view is the fact that it con-
tains a great deal of Arc1uean material, and against it the fact 
that among 500 pebbles which were examined none were found 
to be scored, and further that the , proportion of different rocks 
seems very variable at different localities. Glacial gravels are 
usually composed of the same materials in quite constant pro-
portions in the same region. In local Tertiary river gravels 
we would be apt to find a greater diversity in the assortment- of 
materials along different drainage lines. The degree of indura-
tion and the thoroughness of oxidation and leaching also indicate 
' a considerable age for these gravels. Calcareous materials ,are 
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. almost entirely absent. Some unique pebbles testify to tbis ex-
tensive leacbing. On section 1, in Walnut township, the gravel 
contains some pebbles of limonite, which are hollow. They ar.e 
of the shape and size of an empty shell of a hazel nut. Presum-
ably these limonite shells have been formed as incrustations 
around calcareous pebbles, which afterward have :been leached 
out by slow percolation through the crust, leaving this empty. 
The following table gives the proportiQ.n. of the different materials 
represented among pebbles measuning about one-half inch in 
diameter for four diff!lrent localities: . 
KINDS OF ROCKS. 
Quartz.. . . .. . . . . ..... .. ....... .. .. ..... ...... 13 17 11 8 12 
Chert . . . . .. . ... . . . : ... . .. . .. ... ... ....... . .... 29 44 ·49 2 :n 
Granite .. .... .... .. ...... . ... .. .. .. . . .... ... . .. . 22 Hi 3 38 19 
Diabase? (mostly 'brown and decayed). . .. ..... . 9 7 3 12 8 
Greenstone (in part schist).. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 4 8 32 13 
Hornblend-e ~ock ..... .. ........ .. ......... -...... l 0 6 0 2 
Quartzite . . . .. . . .... . . . .... .. .. . ....... . .. ... . .2 2 5 2 :4 
Dolomite? (all decayed).... ...... .. .... .. .. .... 3 0 Ii 0 2 
Sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . ..... 2 2 6 4 S 
Limonite .. ...... ...... .......... .............. 9 7 S . 0 :> 
Agate .... . . .. ... .. ........ .- ...... .... . .. . . . ... . . 1 0 d 1 
Black felsite . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 1 . . . . .. .. .. tr 
MagnE1tite . .... ............ .... ...... .. . .. .. ... . ..... 1 .. .... ..... tr 
Coal Measure reck . . . . . . . . .. ..... ....... . . .... . ..... ..... . ...... 2 f 
If these gravels are to be regarded as belonging to tile glacial 
deposits they may belong either under the IDwermost or Albertan 
drift or above this under the Kansan. The overlying bowlder clay 
. resembles the iKansan, but it is in a 10cality where the earlier 
bowlder clay may have been removed, be£0<re the Kansan drift 
came. .Hence, it is impossible to determine whether these gravels 
are Tertiary, Albertan or whether they are to be correlated with 
the Aftonian. 
The Bowlder Clays.-There are two bowlder clays in tbis re-
gion, deposited at two different times: the Albertan, or pre-
Kansan, and the Klmsan. The Albertan. rests on the bed rock 
or on a thin seam of gravel or sand. It is dark bluish gray or 
almost black and quite hard and tough. Some well makers in 
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this C01lI1ty even call it "hardpan," which is a misnomer. It fre-
quently contains pieces of wood of gymnospermous trees and an-
gular fragments of coal. On the uplands this bowlder clay 
averages sixty feet in thickness, and is seldom less than thirty 
feet or more than seventy. Here as elsewhere it is apt to contain 
seams or pockets of yellow sand and occasional streaks of peaty 
material, especially near the bottom and near the top. Small 
crystals of gypsllm were observeq in one place. It is not often 
seen in typical exposures along the streams, but is always found 
under the uplands in making wells. 
FIG. 62. Kansan drift QverIain by loess, one mile west of Fa.!r:fleld. 
On top of the Albertan is a yellow' or light gray bowlder clay 
which has ;t>eeri .called the Kansan. This is sometimes sharply 
marked off trom the Albertan, either by a decided change in 
color or else by · intervenil'lg streaks or pockets of yellow sand. 
This must. be .regarded as 'an equivalent" of the Buchanan gravels. 
More often . the ' two clays merge gradually into each other, the 
change taking place through several feet of vertical extent. The 
KanM:p. .drift seldom, if ever, contains ' any pieces of wood or of 
coal. In places it is somewhat ' sandy and open to the ground 
water, while at other p.laces it is changed above into a gray, sticky 
28 ~ Rep 
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and slippery .earth called" gumbo," which is almost impervious 
to water. From this all calcareous materials are removed, Near 
the east line of section 29 in Fairfield township the new railroad 
cuts expose fifteen feet of such gumbo, under the loess. The 
embankments have slid down on the road bed and it has ooen. 
found. necessary to lay tile to· drain the ground more promptly: 
The leaching of the Kansan is quite variable in depth, changing,: 
in some places, from four to· twelve feet in a few rods. ThiS' 
appears to be due to difference in texture, or perhaps also to 
difference in drainage. In a few localities the Kansan drift was 
sandy and obscurely stratified about ten feet below its upper sur-
face. It frequently contains calcareous concretions it the base 
of its upper leached part. 
To secure if possible some evidence bearing on the probable 
difference of origin of the two bQwldl'lr clays a study was made 
of the frequency of ·different kinds .of rocks amo:p.g the erratics 
of each. About one t40usand pebbles, collected in lots of one 
hundred from ten localities in each bowlder clay, were classified 
and tabulated. It was then. found that the .Keweenawan ~ocks, 
such as 'hornblende rock, diabase, gabbro, epidote, a ted arkos~, 
and also chert, were slightly more frequent in the Kansan ,and 
that Huronian rocks such as greenstone, some s2.hists, slate, jas-
'pilite, syenite, and Palewoic ro~ks, such as dolomite, lim~stone! 
clay ironstone, shale, pyrites apd coal, were,.more COmmon in th~ 
pre-Kansan, or Albertan drift. Granite, quartz, quartzite, san~­
stone and Cretaceous pebbles were present in about equal quanti-
ties in both tills. This difference, though slight, may be' said 'to 
corroborate the evidence found elsewhere that the Albertan and 
the Kansan till were laid down by two different glacial sheets, 
that bad somewhat divergent lines of transportation, the former.' 
coming more directly from the north and the latter more froni ' 
the northeast, where the Keweenawan rocks predominate. The 
greater abundance of local and Paleozoic,rocks in the lower drift: 
is most likely due to the fact that much of the Kansan must con- . 
sist of the Albertan ground over a second time, when the softer 
sedimentary rocks would suffer more attrition than the more 
durable igneous and metamorphic erratics. To see to what dif-
ferent extent different rocks suffered reduction in the glacial mill · 
I ) 
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we need only ascertain the variations of percenta.ge which the 
several rocks make in assemblages of erratics of different sizes. 
The result of some observations of this kind on the erratics in 
this county are given in the table. below: 
TABLE SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF ROCKS AMONG 
ERRATICS OF DIFFERENT SIZES IN THE BOWLDER CL-AYS OF 
JEFFERSO~ COUNIY. 
KINDS OF ROCKS. 
AVERAGE DIAMETER (IN INCHES) 
OF ERRATICS 
Quartz. . . .. . .. . .. . .. ..... .. ..... .... . ....... .. .. .., 1,... 1 3. 10 
Granite.. . .. .. .... . .. .. . . .... .. .... . ...... . .... 90 64 43 27 20 15 2!l 
Greenstone ... .... ........ .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 11 7 5 7 6 
Hornblende rock .. ....... ,...... .. .. ........ ... . .. .. 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Schists..... ..... .. ...... ... .. .. ........ .... .... ... , . . 1 1 1 2 1 
tiyenite .. .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. . .... ... .... .... 1 1 tr 
Slate . ... . . .. · ... ... ... .. . . . .. : .. . ... . . . . . ........ ' . . ... . . . .. tr 
Jaspilite . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... .... .. ... . ... .. . .. 1 tr tr 
Gneiss... . . . .. ... . ... .... .. . ... .. . .... ... .. . .. . . . ... 3 4 . 2 I . . , . . .. . 
Diabase and gabbro .. .. ' ... .. . .. .. . .. .... ... ... 10 iO 16 26 81 13 10 
Other dark eruptives.... . .... .. .. .. ....... . . .. . .... 1 2 1 3. 1 1 
~~i~r~~?te : ::::::::>: ::: : :::: ':" : ::: .: : : :: : ::: :: : . :: : : :: : "5' ·'2' "s' tr tr2 
Arkose (Keweenawan sandstone?) . . . ... .. .... .. .... 2 2 2 1 tr 
Do·lomite, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ~ ..... . . .. .. ... . . .. 4 1 4 5 11 10 
Chert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 2 '7 3 8 5 
Liroesto.ne. : .. . .... ..... ........ .. ............ . .. , . 9 5 to 10 24 22 
tihale ......... .. ... .. , . .. .... . . . . . ....... . . ..... .. ' .. 1 tr 
Coal .. : .......... . ... ....... . . ...... . .. .. .... . . .. .. . . . . .. tr 
Pyrites ... .. ..... .. ... ... . . .. .. . .. . .... .. . .. .... ; . . . .. . . ... . . . 1 
Clay ironstone (concretions).. . ... . . ... ... .. . .. . . .. .. . . 1 2 5 3 2 
Sandstone ... : ........ .. .... .. .............. .... .. 1 4 3 5 2 1 
Cretaceous rock .. . . . .. ...... . . .. . .... .... .. . , . . . : . .. . .. . . 1 4 6 5 
It will be noticed that tlie 'largest bowlders are granite, with a. 
'few consisting of diabase and gabbro. It may be added tliat the 
, largest bowlder seen in the county measures 17x12x7 feet, and 
lies on 'a 'slope one-fourth mile east of the northwest corner of 
section 15 in Walnut to~ship. It is a porphyritic gramte with 
twinned orthoClase crystals an 'inch and a half long, all oriented 
in the same plane. Two pieces OF native. copper have been found 
in the drift in this county, one in Des Moines township and one 
in Locust Grove, the former weighing twelve pounds .and the lat-
ter about eight ounces. 
Loess.-The bowlder c~ay is, everywhere covered with loess, 
which averages about twelve feet in depth in this county .. From 
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the reports of well makers it appears somewhat heavier than this 
on thp. upland divides, but on the edge of the slopes it is often only 
eight or ten feet. It usually contains no calcareous materials. 
These appear to have been leached out. "Loess-kindchen" are 
very rarely found. Fossils were assiduously looked for, but none 
were seen. In the east bluff of Skunk river just across the east 
boundary of WalI}ut township and near the town of Coppack in 
Henry county, this formation is quite different; it is consider-
ably thicker, somewhat more coarse and open in texture, it is 
calcareous and contains small fossil snails. This same phase 
runs northwest in the bluffs and no doubt underlies an acre or 
two of land in the extreme northeast corner of Jefferson county, 
though this could not be verified by direct observation. On the 
low edge of upland which forms the east bluff of Cedar creek 
east of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad bridge in 
Locust Grove township, the base of the loess exposed along the 
road-bed contained a thin dark seam, in which some spherical 
nodules of impure wad were imbedded. Nodules of this kind are 
occasionally found in boggy places in the upland loess in Illinois. 
Alluvial Deposits.-These form the terraces and bottom lands 
along the the streams. The former consist of pebbly, bedded 
- clays and sands generally concealed under a thin mantle of loess. 
The clays are usually calcareous. Owing to the general presence 
of a loess-like mantle they are seldom exposed. On the bottom 
lands yellow sand usually lies under a yellow silt. The latter is 
frequently like loess in texture and varies from five to fifteen feet 
in thickness . 
. A Pleistocene Fossil.-In the bed of Walnut creek, where it · 
follows a rocky cliff in the west. half of the southwest quarter of 
the northwest quarter of section 28 in Walnut township, Mr . 
. r osia Bates some years ago found · the lower jaw of Elephas 
americanus. Both molars were well preserved arid the entire 
specimen weighed fifty pounds. From sketches taken by the 
writer, Professor Calvin infers that the specimen is from un ani-
mal slightly undersized, between fifty and sixty years of age. To 
what part of the drift it belongs is not evident. * 
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Geological Structure. 
The several formations lie almost horizontally in Jefferson 
eounty. If there is a general dip to the southwest, it is small and 
the amount cannot be accurately estimated. .some small local 
dips are known. The Saint Louis limestone, especially in the 
upper beds, is often affected by some dome-like flexures, which 
commonly are only a few rods in diameter, and where the center 
is elevated two or three feet above its height arollnd the dome. 
In the extensively brecciated ledges a fault with a down throw of 
foUl' feei was noted in one exposure in the north part of Lock-
ridge township. Small deformations of this kind are ' probably 
incident to underground collapsed caverns and to brecciation 
and dolomitization of the Saint Louis beds. 
Joints.-'The bearings of sixty-seven joints in the Saint Louis 
limetltone were taken in different parts of the county. On plot-
.ting these in a circle it appears · that they are. almost unifoImly 
distributed to all the different points of the compass, indicating 
absence of any general dip. . . 
Unconformitie.s .. 
Discontinuity of depositiqn occurs certainly at two, and pos-
sibly at three, horizons in the formations, viz: (1) above the 
Saint Louis, (2) possibly above. the green shales referred to the 
Chester (n in thebase of the Coal Measures, and (3) above the 
Coal Measures. Each of these horizons represents an interval 
when .the sediments of the region were elevawg above the sea 
CBNTIMETBRS. 
Distance from symphysis to condyle on outer curve ... ••••. . •.. . •••• • .. . • . •. ••••• 0 .. . .. .. .. ..... . 28 
Distance between the rami . . . . .. -' 0 • •• • ' ...... • • ••• 0. " 0 , •• , • • ••••• • ••••• • •••• • ••• ••• •••• , • • • •• • 4' 
Distance between tbe extre'me of tht!' two condyles.. . .. . . . ... . ... . .. . .. . ... 0 • ••••• • •••• • •••• • • • •••• 48 
Perimeter of crown of i i'ght In'olaI' . .. •• , .. . . . . .. •••. .. . . ••••• .. •. • ...........• " ' ..•.• .. .• •. . .. 55 
Perimeter 01 crOWD ollelt molar . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ....... .. .. .. . . ..... . ... ' . .... ...... .. .... . ..... .. . 57 
Transverse diameter of crown of right molar . .. .. . ••• . ... . .. ••• • •• . ••• •• ... . ... . . . . .. . ... . .... . .. 9 S 
Transverse diam.'ter of crown of lef, molar . ••••• ••.•••••.•••••• ' .-.. .. ••• • ' . .. ••• • •... •• •• . ••• . •.••. 9 
E .evation of left crown above cement....... . •. . .... . .. . ... . . ..... . .... .......... .. .. . . . .. •••• •••• 3 
Elevation of right crown above cement. . . ..... . ... ....... .. ....... . . .. . ... . . . ..... .... ... ... . .. 2.5 
Longitud'iaal diameter of crown of right molar . . ............... . .......... . ' ............... .. ........ 21 
Longitudinal diameter 01 crown ollelt molar ... . .. ..... .. . .. . ..... : ...• •.•..• • . •• . •••• ••••• ••••• ••• • 2. 
Depth of concavit·y Oil llppefworn surface of tbe crowil ... . . . ... .. ........ .. ................ .. .. i • • • i . • 
Heigbt of crOWDS above base of fangs, anteriorly .................... . ... . . \ . .. .. ........ .. .......... 9 
Height of crowns above base of fangs, posteriorly .. '. •• • ........ .... ..... . . .. ........... .... ..... 3.7 
Total height of left' to'oth. I .. . . . .. . . . ..... ' . .. . ~ ••• .••. • '•• ( ••• . •.• .••.• ' .... . . •.....• ••.• '. . ... ; •.••••• ' ( • •• i .. .. 20 
Total height 01 right tooth . . ... . ..... . ... .. . . .. .. . ..... .. . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . .... ... ... . .............. 18 
* Some measurements were taken as follows : 
j 
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and subjected to erosion, and none give evidence of any appre-
Ciable concomitant tilting. They are all unconformities without 
dip. Places where the unconformity above the Saint Louis may 
be seen are not numerous, and nowhere does the base of the Coal 
Measures happen clearly to overlap the eroded ledges of the un-
derlying Saint Louis. That the erosion interval was quite exten-
Rive is nevertheless evident from the fact that the latter forma-
tion in some places rests on the upper divisions and elsewhere 
on the lower divisions of the Saint Lonis. Thus in sections 9 
and 10, Ijiberty township, the Coal Measure shales rest on Pella 
marls and limestones, but under the bridge near the center of . 
section 23 in the same township the underlying limestone ~s are-
naceGUS and evidently belongs to the Verdi division. On \Volf 
creek and at some places on Brush creek the Pella beds also ap-
pear, but on Cedar and Walnut creeks the Coal Measures are 
again often found resting on the Verdi, and the Pella beds are 
absent. On Cedar creek, in Round Prairie township, the upper 
formation rests on the lower at lev:els both above and below the 
Pella beds, and reliefs of forty or fifty feet on the surface of the 
Pella beds are evident. Sometimes the Coal Measure shales and 
sandstones extend down into cavern-like or ditch-like excavations 
in the surface of the limestone. Such instances have been de-
scribed in sections 9 and 10, in Liberty township, and were noted 
in some of the sections on rl'urkey creek. A doubtful case of un-
conformity has been mentioned under the heading "Chester 
Shales ~ " It occurs above a green shale lying below the base of 
the undoubted Coal Measures, in Cedar and Round Prairie town-
ships on Cedar creek, as already set forth. During the Meso-
zoic and the Tertiary ages the land was again subjected to ero-
sion, which was most extensive and protracted, and this period 
is recorded in the unconformity between the Paleozoic rocks and 
the drift, which is everywhere in evid(mce. The drift may rest 
on any of the members of the older rocks at elevations varying 
at least a hundred fee~. But even here no great general tilting 
is apparent. Even this unconformity iiS, in the main, an uncon-
formity without dip. 
Glacial Scorings.- Some obscure glacial scarings were seen on 
the south bank of the middle fork of Walnut creek northeast of 
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Perlee. ' T~ey were made on the surface of a broken ledge of the 
,Saint Louis ,limestone and w€re covered by calcareous yellow 
till, only the edge of the ledge ooing exposed. There were two 
~sets of scorings, one trending S. 75° W. and the other 
S. 35 ° E., as near as could be made out. The exact local-
ity is immediately to the west of a ford across the stream ·jn a 
private road about twenty rods west of the oLd Chicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific railroad bridge and about thirty rods east of 
,the west line of section 23 in Penn township. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Building Stone. 
Although there are considerable quantities of building stone 
:no extensive quarries have yet been opened. This is probably 
due to the fact that the best roe;k is not found in the most accessi-
ble , places, and perhaps also to the quite general distribution of 
acceE:sjbie ledges yielding fairly good stone, in almost every 
fownshjp. This latter circumstance has to some extent prev~nted 
Centralization of the industry. At some time or other rock has 
been' quarried at probably not less tlian half a hundred different 
places, but not one quarry is now worked the year round, or even 
continuously during one season. The P ella beds contain several 
iedges, which yield dimension stone and material for bridge 
work. Extensive quarries might be opened and worked at sev-
t" ~al points along Cedar creek in Round Prairie and Cedar town-
~hip. Soft and easily worked sandstone ~ight be quarried at 
no great distance from the new line of the Chicago, Burlington 
, and Qujncy railroad east of Krum. The sandstones of the Coal 
~reasures in Liberty and Cedar townships might in many places 
peId large, strong and durable blocks , and slabs, such as may 
be' seen at the old Lamson residence on Cedar creek bluff, south-
west of Fairfield. '. , 
~ . It' luay not be amiss to here c.orr.act. a misuse of ' the name 
"granite" which, seems common among some quarrymen in the 
west part of the county who take out "granite" froJil 
.the .' ledges . of the ' Coal Measures in that region. The 
r.ock-which is 'here generally known by that name is a fair 
qualitY. of sandstone, in which the sand is cemented together by 
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a copious calcareous matrix. It is a strong rock, except in places 
where it has been subjected to weathering. But the application 
to it of such a name, which is entirely erroneous, might easily 
occasion distrust among competent workmen and thus preyent 
or delay its general introduction, even for purposes to which it 
is well adapted. 
Clay. 
Only -two firms are engaged in the manufacture of brick and 
tile. Bainy Brothers operate a drain-tile and brick factory im1Jle-
diately west of the city of Fairfield. It is located on the. south 
side of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad, just west of 
the city. The value of the plant is estimated at $15,000. Some 
nineteen men are employed, and last year the company made and 
sold about 700,000 brick and 800,000 tile, the former retailing 
at $7.50 and the latter at from $10.00 to $60.00 per thousand, 
according to size. The tile is usually dark in color. It is 
strong, durable and uniformly well burnt. Considerable quan-
tities of a twelve inch tile without rim are made, and this has 
FIG. 63. Rainy Brothers' brick a.nd tile factory, Fairfield. 
been used for sewers in Fairfield. Two kinds of clays are used. 
The clay pit near the plant contains loess above and a leached 
gumbo below. Both the loess and the gumbo are entirely free 
, 
I 
" 
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from lime. With this is mixed a weathered CQal Measure clay 
in prOopOortiOons varying frOom Oone-third to Oone-half Qf the whO-Ie. 
Each is first grOound 001" thQrOoughiy crushed and then the twOo in-
gredie.nts are mixed in a pug mill. The CQal Me~ure clay con-
ta.ins a large amQunt Oof fire clay and is hauled a distance 'Qf a 
mile and a half. Drying is by steam, and all burning is dOone in 
five dQwn draft kilns. MQst Oof ilie tile is exported to the west 
part Oof the state, to Char.itOon, Cre~ton, Shenandoah, Milo and 
Dallas Center. Most of the brick is cOonsumed by the home mar-
ket, but SQme has been shipped fOol" sidewalks to QutsIde places, 
notably to LenOox and Kent. The Keb coal, frQm near Ottumw~, 
is exclusively used in the kilns. 
DQwney & Mitchell Ooperate a brick and tile , factOory at Pack-
wood: About 150,000 brick and as many tile are made in· a year. 
Five men are usually emplQyed. A twelve hOorse power engine 
runs a SOoft mud machine. The prQduct is all dried in a shed and 
burnt ill two dOown draft kilns. Brick brings $8.00 per thQusand 
and fQur inch tile $13.00. Nearly all the tile made is Oof this size. 
Most of it is sold in the home market, and the rest is freighted tOo 
the nearest stations. The clay used is a leached and weathered up-
land IQess. 
In cOonclusiOon it may be. said· that this county has an abundance 
Oof well weathered clays at a p.um.bel"Qf IQealities, suitable fOol" the 
manufacture Qf brick and tile.. . 
Coal. 
A detailed account has already been given Qf the distributiQn 
. and character Qf the COoal Measures, and it is hardly necessary 
to say much here Qn, the eCOonOomic side Qf the same subject. , The 
Jefferson ' County CQal CQmpany, Qperated some mines at Perlee 
frOom 1870 to 1884. AbOout 100.acres Qf cQal were taken out. They 
supplied the 'ChicagQ, RQck Island & Pacific RailrOoad company 
with an average Oof abQut eighty tQns a day fOol" fQurteen years. 
The WashingtQn Coal Company aiso Qperated quite extensively 
fOol" several years ,at the same place. Still earlier considerable 
quantities Oof cQal were fOol" maily years shippea frQm th~ mines 
nQrthwest Qf LQckridge. At present Qnly one mine ships cQal 
and its annual Ooutput dQes nQt exceed 3,000 tons. This is the 
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W. O. Smith Coal Company, near Lockridge. The decline in 
price of coal is regarded as the chief cause of the late decline in 
the industry. Small mines, or "banks," are worked, usually 
only in the winter, at a number of places, as may be seen from 
the statistical table below. Occasional mining or quarrying of 
coal is also done by the farmers. It is safe to say that coal has 
at one time or another been taken out at half a, hundred different 
places throughout the county. 
A glance at the geological map shows that this region is on the 
edge of the Coal Measures. To the north- they have been carried 
a,way by erosion. Even in the south part of the county they have . 
frequently been cut through by the streams. Probably th~re are 
places on the uplands where they are absent under the drift in 
the south and in the middle tiers of townships. It has been shown 
that the contained coal seams are very changea,ble, thinning out 
and disappearing in short distances. At times there is no eoal 
in the shales and sandstones which remain. This unreliable 
character of the seams has interfered with extensive mining, and 
no doubt always will. 
On the other hand, it cannot be doubted that many times more 
workable coal yet remains than has been taken out. An examina-
tion of the location of the mines will show that they ha,ve invari-
ably been located on outcrops along the streams, or in the vicin-
ity of such places. Not one mine has been located by prospecting 
on the uplands away from the streams. Evidently such locali-
ties have suffered least from erosion and the best chances for 
coal ought to be there. But · such prospecting will always be 
expensive. It must be thorough and it should be done by com-
petent and reliable men. No one should undertake it without 
sufficient means. The writer believes that workable seams of 
coal may be found by prospecting on the uplands, especially in 
Des Moines, Liberty and Locust Grove, and probably also in 
Penn, Buchanan, Fairfield, Cedar, Round Prairie and Lockridge 
townships. 
STATISTICAL TABLE OF COAL MINING IN JEFFERSON COUNTY. 
OPKRATOR'9 NAME. LOCATION OF MIN~ BY TOWN'lriATUKE OF SHIP AND ~ECTION. MINE . 
~ Oz ~~ 
or.. ~o 
~oo 000 
",Iol 
:.:z 
I'l 
W. C. Smith Coal Co . .. .. . .. Lockridge, Sec. 27 ............ Shaft. .. . . . I 4.5 
Green & Looney . . .... .. . . ... Penn, Sec. 27 . . . . .... . . . . .. .. Shaft ...... . 
Sheckleton Heirl .......... . . Penn, Sec 27 ... . ....... .... .. ~haft . . . 
Bowen & Wilcox ..... ....... Liberty. Sec. 2S ....... . ....... Slope ..... 4 
Albert Gardner . .... ... ..... : Li berty, Sec 15 .... . .......... Shaft . ... . . a 
D. W. Bates ......... . ....... Liberty. Sec. ·24 .... ........... Shaft ...... St05 
A. J . Zimmerman ... ...... . Liberty. Sec. 30 ....... ~ .. .... Drift .. ... : 4 
C. :E:. Faulkner ..... .. ...... . Fairfield. Sec 27 .... ..... ..... Shaft . .. .. 
Wm . Gonterman .. . ... ... .. .. Des Moines, Sec 20 . .......... Shaft...... 4 
James Gonterman ... . . ... . . Des Moines. Sec. 29 .. .... .. ... Slope .. .. . . . 4 
Caves Brothers .. .. ... ........ Ues Moines. Sec. 80 ...... .. . . ~baft . ...... 2 
Frank Cloke ............. .... Des Moines. Sec a............ Urift...... 8 
Eo< 
I:J 
'" . E-<'" I:J~ 
or.l ~!;J 
~~ 
:Z:z ~ ... 
~ 
ill . 
r..o 
Or.l 
",'" 
",3 
·1Il '" :Il:ll 
Pr.l 
Z 
... 
~ 
~ 
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Water Resources. 
The general level of the ground water has steadily and grad-
ually sunk throughout this region since it has come under culti-
vation. The change ranges from five to thirty feet. In the city 
of Fairfield shallow wells must now be made from ten to fifteen 
feet deeper than in the early days of the settlement to secure 
water. Ne~r the broken tracts following the streams shanow 
wells have begun to fail entirely and farmers are now beginning 
to drill deep wells. drawing water from the bed rock. To insure 
a good and constant supply, such wells should go through the 
Coal Measures and into the Saint Louis, except in places where 
the former consist largely of sand rock. Owing to the v·ariabil-
ity in the development of the Coal Measure strata, deep wells 
in this county must also necessarily vary and no general rule 
can · be laid down for well makers here. This is shown by past 
experience, and uncertainty of results is one of the reasons why, 
as yet, comparatively few deep wells have been made. The up-
lands on the divides in Polk and Black Hawk townships consti-
tute an exceptional region. Here the underground drainage is 
almost stagnant and the water lingers on the surface of the Kan-
san till at the base of the loess and there is yet a constant supply 
which can be reached at depths varying from fifteen to twenty-
five feet. 
The water-works at Fairfield were built in 1884. They consist 
of a standpipe eighty feet high and twelve feet in diameter and 
a pumping station with two fifty horse power engines. The level 
of the base of the standpipe is thirteen feet below the level of 
the public square. Two deep wells were used for a short time 
at first, but proved unsatisfactory. Two reservoirs were then 
constructed, which are supplied with a sufficient supply of sur-
face drainage from a natural basin (park) located north of the 
city. The city has four and a half miles of water mains with 
forty hydrants and 400 taps. In 1900 thirty-eight million gal-
lons were pumped. 
Soils. 
The soil is mostly loess. On the flat uplands the black mould 
is ' from two to four feet deep. On a divide east of Fairfield it 
has been rich enough in carbenaceous material to be used for the 
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making of railroad ballast. On the slopes the soil consists of 
weathered bowlder clay with a superficial admixture of loess. In 
such places it contains a few small pebbles. On the high terraces 
along Cedar creek there is a greater admixture of fine clayey 
material and the soil is more adherent and more retentive of 
moisture. In dry seasons it becomes quite hard. The soil on the 
bottom land is invariably a rich black loam. . The only plaC(' in 
the county where there is a more open and sandy soil is .on the 
south bluffs of the Cedar in sections 4, 5 and 6, in Liberty town-
ship. In this vicinity some of ·the farmers have engaged in the 
raising of small fruit and garden truck. The thorough leaching 
of the ground in this county has left a small amount Of carbon-
ate of lime near the surface as compared with some other parts 
of the. state, and it is probable that an artificial supply of this 
mineral might improve the soil in some places on the flat uplands. 
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